
Chapter One
Introduction 

The story of the 2118th Battalion AIF begins in Sydney when it was formed as one of the three 

battalions of the 22nd Brigade, the first brigade of the 8th Division AIF. This thesis traces the 

battalion's development from its formation in Sydney in 1940 and training in Australia, through 

its posting to peaceful Malaya as support for the British garrison, the Japanese invasion and, 

eventually, to the battalion's withdrawal, along with all other Allied troops, to Singapore. The 

general withdrawal from Malaya signified Japan's victory in the Malayan Campaign. 

Hindsight clearly reveals that, from a military perspective, the 2118th Battalion's 

peace time and battle experiences in Malaya were irrelevant to the result of the campaign 

as well as to subsequent events; consequently, military histories often omit reference to 

either. From a different standpoint, however, both the social and military experiences of 

the 2/18th Battalion in Malaya during 1941 and early 1942 do have historical significance. 

The 22nd Brigade was the first large Australian contingent to go to an Asian country-the 

soldiers' adaptation to the different conditions and people they encountered is part of 

Australia's wartime experience. This thesis uses the approach of microhistory to show how 

the men and officers of the 2118th Battalion interacted in their everyday life, with each 

other and with the immediate world beyond. It contends that the men of the 2/18th 

Battalion had their own codes of behaviour and their own agenda according to which they 

initiated, co-operated or resisted. 

With discipline and training any military unit will function and in the 2/18th 

Battalion the discipline never eased. Nevertheless, at any time a range of factors could 

affect the troops' enthusiasm for whatever job was at hand. True co-operation-when the 

men tried harder and took pride in their performance and the spirit of the battalion seemed 

almost tangible-could be and was granted or withheld according to how the men felt at 

the time. Their individual and general contributions at all times and at every level directly 

affected both the development of the battalion itself and its endeavours in Malaya. 
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The 8th Division AIF was the third division raised by Australia during the Second 

World War and the only one to be sent to Malaya. At the outbreak of war in September 

1939 Australia depended on Britain's long established "Singapore Strategy" for her 

defence: Australia would support Britain against her European enemies on the 

understanding that should Australia herself be threatened, the British Navy would come to 

her rescue. I Within a few months the 6th Division had departed for the Middle East and 

the 7th Division was preparing to go. It has been argued that Australia's contributions of 

men, armaments, ammunition and aircraft to imperial defence had already left her 

"dangerously exposed" when, on 22 May 1940, the Australian Government approved the 

raising of yet another division-the 8th-for service overseas? Then France fell. On 26 

June Britain not only admitted that she would not be able to send a fleet to the Far East to 

protect her interests if they were threatened, but also asked that Australia contribute a force 

for the defence of Malaya to protect the naval base at Singapore. Australia, despite her 

belief that the defence of Malaya and Singapore was crucial to her security, nevertheless 

preferred to concentrate her forces in the Middle East and that was where the 7th Division 

AIF went in September 1940.3 The following month the Australian government learned, at 

a Singapore Defence Conference, that Singapore's defences were much weaker than it had 

previously believed.4 It offered then to send the newly formed 22nd Brigade of the 8th 

Division to Malaya as temporary support for the British garrison. Britain accepted the 

offer, promising the brigade's relief by the following May at which time it could join the 

rest of the AIF in the Middle East.5 The brigade duly departed, bound for Malaya, on 4 

February 1941. The Australian government now learned from its representatives at the 

Anglo-American staff talks which were held in Washington between January and March 

1941 that Britain and America's policy, should Japan enter the war, would be to defeat 

I David Day, The Politics o/War:Australia at War 1939-1945, Sydney, 
2003, p.25 & 54. 
2 Ibid., p.52-53. 
3 Raymond Callahan, The Worst Disaster: The Fall a/Singapore, 2nd ed., 
Singapore, 2001 (1977), pp.58 & 62. 
4 Lionel Wigmore, The Japanese Thrust, Canberra, 1957, pp.43-45. 
5 Day, Politics a/War, p.88. 
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Germany and Italy first and only then to deal with Japan. 6 It decided before the end of 

February to retain the 8th Division in the Far East indefinitely.7 

The 8th Division has been described as "ill fated" but the men of the 22nd Brigade 

and the support units who departed Sydney on 4 February 1941 for active service abroad 

could not foresee their future. 8 It was fully six months since their units had formed and 

they were impatient to go. When they boarded HTQX, formerly the Queen Mary, the 

magnificent cruise liner that was now an equally magnificent and only partially converted 

troopship, they expected to join the 6th and 7th Divisions AIF in the Middle East. Instead 

their voyage ended in Singapore. They disembarked and almost all went immediately and 

directly to Malaya. Malaya was not, as yet, embroiled in the war in which Britain, its 

colonial master, was engaged. The Australian soldiers generally were disappointed that 

they were not to join in the war against Germany immediately. Disappointment at the 

delay became frustration during the months they spent in Malaya but they continued to 

expect their eventual transfer to the Middle East. They were aware that the Japanese had, 

for years, demonstrated territorial ambitions in Mongolia and China and that, when they 

gained control of Indochina and the island of Hainan, they were within striking distance of 

Malaya and Singapore. Nevertheless, few if any of the Australian troops seriously 

expected to fight them.9 They remained generally oblivious both to the reality of the 

Japanese threat to British possessions in the Far East and to themselves. 

6 Wigmore, Japanese Thrust, p.53. 
7 Callahan, Worst Disaster, p.130. 
8 See, for example, the Australian War Memorial's web page "Who's who in 
Australian Military History: Lieutenant Colonel Charles Anderson, YC, 
MC", http://www.awm.gov.au/people/8219.asp. [accessed 15 June 2005]. 
9 Some examples are John Fuller, letter to his mother, 15 September 1941: 
"'I don't think the Japs are game now. They have missed their opportunity"; 
Alan Black, letter to his parents, 24 November 1941: "As I said to you all 
along, the Japs would not fight the British." 
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The AIF's presence in Malaya was intended in the first instance to assist in 

discouraging Japan, the potential enemy, from attacking Malaya. As the Malay Mail 

declared: 

The coming of the Australians should not be construed as 

meaning that war is expected ... but as ensuring protection against 

any threats ... The AIF in Malaya is just another of the solid 

realities which may serve to dissuade the Japanese fire 

brands ... For Malaya the AIF spells increased security. 10 

The strategy would fail but it could not be deemed to have done so until Japan entered the 

war more than nine months later. And it was not until the second half of January 1942, 

after what had been, for the 22nd Brigade, eighteen months of continuous training and 

preparation for war in both Australia and Malaya, that the AIF finally saw action. Within 

four weeks those who had survived the fighting were, with comparatively few exceptions, 

prisoners of war. 

The troops spent the months in Malaya training and building defences as they 

coped with the climate, the terrain, the flora and fauna, the people, the food, their health, 

their boredom, their homesickness and their leisure time. Military histories, when 

recounting the history of the Malayan Campaign and analysing the reasons for the Fall of 

Singapore, refer to the AIF presence in Malaya and usually describe this period of peace 

and preparation. 1 1 However, their primary concern is with the progress of the war, its 

leaders, their decisions and actions, and the battles that were won or lost. What were, in 

essence, the AIF's life experiences in Malaya prior to the Fall of Singapore are treated as 

relatively inconsequential. Historians, it seems, have generally judged the long period of 

the Australians' peaceful preparation for a possible war with Japan as worthy of mention, 

10 Malay Mail, 20 February 1941. 
11 Wigmore, The Japanese Thrust, gives the most detail of the AIF in Malaya 
from February 1941; Warren, Singapore: Britain's Greatest Defeat, pp.23-
38 & 44. 
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but the value they assign to it is, at most, that of the prelude or "curtain raiser" to a main 

event. In the scheme of military history, it has no intrinsic significance. 

However, from a different perspective, the AIF experience in Malaya in 1941 does 

deserve a place in its own right. It is a social record of part of the Australian wartime 

experience. Its inherent military nature assigns it a place in military history. But the social 

experience of those same Australians living and working in a peaceful, foreign country has 

barely been acknowledged. For the first time in Australia's history, a large number of her 

people had settled in a Far Eastern country, there to prepare but not necessarily to fight. 

Race, nationality, religion, customs and work instantly differentiated the Australians from 

the three main groups of the Asian population in pluralistic Malaya-the Malays, the 

Chinese and the Indians. And although they comprised a military unit under British 

operational command, the Australians also differed from other military units in Malaya

the English, the Indian, the Malay-in that they had their own Australian General Officer 

Commanding (GOC) who reported directly to the Australian war cabinet. In a land of 

disparate national groups, they were yet another, albeit small, social unit. And, despite this 

clear separation from other social groups within the Malayan population and the western 

customs to which the 2118th Battalion remained firmly attached, Malaya'S terrain, climate, 

people, food and customs all demanded some compromise. 

This thesis, by limiting its consideration to one of the three battalions of the 22nd 

Brigade, will show the extent to which its members adapted to the physical and social 

conditions of Malaya. It is social history with a military cast-a study of a small and 

limited society (the battalion comprised only male soldiers) in a foreign setting. 

Given its small scale, the techniques of microhistory are eminently suited to this 

research. Microhistory rejects large scale social studies and the equally large scale 

quantitative methods they employ because their inherent generalisations distort the reality 

of the small units on which they are based-the individuals, the families, the small 
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communities and even single events that might or might not be important. 12 Instead, 

microhistory examines minutely the small units, revealing both their inherent individuality 

and their diversity. This thesis focuses on the individuals and small groups (the soldiers) 

within the larger unit (the battalion). It demonstrates how the men of the battalion 

interacted with each other and with the immediate world beyond (that is, with the different 

groups of peoples within the exotic environment of Malaya) while the battalion functioned 

as part of the British garrison. Therefore, it subscribes to a basic commitment of 

microhistory which is "to open history to peoples who would be left out by other 

methods,,13 in its attempts "not to sacrifice knowledge of individual elements to wider 

I· . ,,14 genera IsatlOn. 

Despite the censorship imposed upon them in Malaya during 1941, the soldiers of 

the 2118th Battalion had a great deal to say about their daily affairs. They proffered their 

own views upon their actions and attitudes. These attitudes are drawn from a number of 

sources: from letters, diaries and poems written at the time; from memoirs written in later 

years; and from the recorded memories of survivors. And these views, captured into a 

single narrative framework, are not merely the running commentary of spectators who 

could not affect an outcome. Certainly, the men of the 2118th Battalion received their 

orders from above and followed them but, at the same time, they were also individuals 

with their own plans and goals. What they thought and felt mattered because their thoughts 

and feelings directly affected the development of the battalion itself. This thesis contends 

that the seemingly unimportant and powerless individuals who interact at the base of a 

society-and are often ignored by general history-can greatly affect the development of 

12 Sigurour Gylfi Magnusson, "Research Project in USA (spring 2002):The 
Methods of Microhistory", 20 January 2003, 
http://www.akademia.is/sigm/ensk4.html. [accessed 20 January 2003], p.l. 
13 Edward Muir, quoted in Georg G. Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth 
Century, Hanover, NH, USA, 1997, p.l09. 
14 Giovanni Levi, "On Microhistory", in Peter Burke (ed.) New Perspectives 
on Historical Writing, Cambridge, 1991, p.l 09. 
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the formal institutions to which they belong. 15 The research explores the connections 

between emotions and the military institution; that is, between the emotions of the men of 

the 2118th Battalion and its smooth and effective operation. 

During their first five months in Malaya, the men of the 2118th Battalion were 

engaged in training and military exercises. In the following five months they also built 

defences and prepared for war; a war that, should it occur, would be different from any 

fought by Australians previously since it must take place in terrain that included jungle and 

rubber plantations against an Asian enemy. The extent to which the battalion's members 

adapted to the conditions of Malaya during this time of "peace", whether or not it mattered 

that they did so, and the impact of Malaya on the Australian troops is the concern of this 

thesis. It focuses on the officers and men of the 2118th Battalion, generally and 

individually; on the attitudes that characterised and defined them; and the relationships that 

sustained them. 16 It also examines their impact upon the people in Malaya with whom they 

came in contact. 17 

Therefore, it will discuss the extent to which the men's preparations equipped 

them for the demands that would be made on them in the future as fighting men. 18 It will 

consider the extent to which the long period of waiting, the growing boredom and 

frustration, and the lack of opportunity for change, for promotion and for action affected 

the soldiers' morale. 19 It will also show how and in what way such factors as the 

camaraderie of their fellow soldiers, the army hierarchy, the occasional freedom of leave 

and the welcome invitations from local people influenced their outlook. Other 

considerations too affected the soldiers' morale-the issue of health could not be ignored, 

15 This argument has been influenced by the work of Sigurour Gylfi 
Magnusson. Sigurour Gylfi Magnusson, "Research Project in USA (spring 
2002):The Methods of Microhistory", 20 January 2003, 
http://www.akademia.is/sigm/ensk4.html. [accessed 20 January 2003], p.l. 
16 See Chapter Three. 
17 See Chapter Six. 
18 See Chapter Four. 
19 See Chapter Five. 
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nor could homesickness and the men's long separation from Australian women?O The 

thesis will also consider the extent to which the soldiers adapted to the customs and mores 

ofMalaya21 and how adequate, ultimately, all their efforts and preparations proved to be. 

The soldiers themselves contribute to the discussion of these issues. Their words were 

either written in letters they sent home from Malaya sixty years ago, have been written 

since, or they are the spoken words of the survivors. 

My interest in the 2118th Battalion arose from three photograph albums and a 

bundle of letters that had been sent home from Malaya by my father, Lieutenant John 

Fuller. He had gained his initial training and promotion in the Sydney University 

Regiment. After the fall of France he discontinued his study of medicine and enlisted in 

the AIF. He was commissioned an officer in the 2118th Battalion and given command of 

the Mortar Platoon. His prowess on the Rugby field resulted in his becoming Battalion 

Sports Officer. His enthusiasm for his hobby, photography, earned him what was usually 

an unofficial appointment as Battalion Photographer. On board the Queen Mary and in 

Malaya he whiled away his spare time writing letters home and taking photographs. Barred 

by censorship from posting home the photographs from the voyage and other sensitive 

subjects, he put them into what he called "a diarised photograph album", his personal 

record of war. There are three leather-bound albums, products of a Malayan craftsman. 

The first contains detailed written accounts to accompany the photographs; the second less 

written detail; the third, only brief captions. But his mother kept all the letters that he wrote 

home-they amount to over two hundred pages of text-and their content can be matched 

to the photographs. 

In composing a pictorial journal that was to be his record of his personal war, John 

Fuller was taking part in a well established Australian tradition. Australian society, 

founded on migration and with an ethos that encompassed travel, had long developed a 

20 See Chapter Five. 
21 See Chapter Six. 
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taste for travel writing.22 People passed around letters from overseas, journalists published 

serialized accounts of their trips abroad, authors produced well written and popular travel 

books-the literary genre of travel and tourism was widely known. Its forms included the 

travel diary and collections of letters that were by nature descriptive, episodic and, in the 

recounting of incidents and adventures that occurred when travelling, picaresque. Travel 

was part of any AIF soldier's experience of going to war, regardless of which war, and part 

of the whole adventure. The tourist in him was keen to see the sights, perhaps to capture 

them on camera, usually to gather souvenirs and possibly to write his own account of his 

experiences as they unfolded. With regard to the latter, diary entries were naturally dated 

and letters often numbered so that they might be read in the correct sequence. The soldier 

wished to share his experiences with people at home and, on his return, to recount them, 

but it has been argued that in writing those experiences he was also giving shape to and 

making sense of his war as it unfolded.23 Its shape would form in the nature ofajourney in 

which each recorded incident or episode along the way represented another milestone, 

engendering a sense of steady progress towards an as yet unknown destination. Certainly 

Fuller's diarized photograph albums and letters satisfied this need for him, at least during 

the first few months that the 2118th Battalion spent in Malaya. He wrote: 

I am not writing a diary. I would rather put the time into writing 

home so if you will keep all these letters in their proper 

sequence, I will have a complete record of the war. What I can't 

send home .. .I will put in my "diarised" photograph album. I am 

putting the photos into it and writing a diary along side. The 

collection should be priceless by the time I have finished. 24 

22 Richard White, "The Soldier as Tourist: The Australian Experience of the 
Great War", in War & Society, Vo1.5, No.1 (May 1987), p.63. 
23 Ibid., pp.68-69. 
24 John Fuller, letter to his parents, 23 February 1941. 
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Fuller was extremely proud of his albums which others also admired. "John Fuller has a 

great collection of photographs, two albums full already. Actually it's a photographic 

diary," one officer wrote.25 As the months in Malaya wore on, however, the battalion's 

frustration at its continued presence in peaceful Malaya, which equated to a lack of any 

sense of progress towards a destination at all, mounted. The men's letters reflected this 

frustration and Fuller's enthusiasm for his third album clearly waned. He continued to 

write long letters home, thereby maintaining his record, but they served a double purpose 

in that they also combated homesickness. He wrote, "It is a funny thing, but I honestly 

enjoy writing home. To me here it is just as if I am talking to yoU.,,26 

Fuller's photographic and written source material provides a pictorial history of 

the life and experiences of the 2118th Battalion in Malaya in 1941-the troops and their 

officers at work and play; route marches through Malayan kampongs (villages); exercises 

in the rubber and in the jungle; practices at the rifle range; organised recreation and sport; 

visits from generals and other dignitaries; excursions to different towns and to Singapore; 

the different peoples with whom they came in contact; and the various places to which 

they were sent. The letters are tantalisingly incomplete-censorship forbade the imparting 

of any military detail. A junior officer wrote them-his experiences are necessarily 

different from those of both his seniors and the other ranks (ORs). He wrote them to his 

mother-he tailored what he wrote to suit her. Nevertheless, the photographs and letters 

together portray a general sense of both the lifestyle and the AIF's commitment to training 

and defence in Malaya against a backdrop of unfolding world history. At the same time, 

they tell the story of a young man, scarcely more than a schoolboy, who blithely sets off to 

war. They sketch a picture of the responsibilities and challenges that he encounters in 

Malaya during 1941. They culminate in an account of the battle on Nithsdale Estate, in 

which he explicitly expresses his new awareness of the costs of war and his philosophical 

acceptance of what lies ahead. The photograph albums and letters offer a picture of 

25 George McLaughlin, letter to his wife, 10 June 1941. 
26 John Fuller, letter to his mother, 4 May 1941. 
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Australian military life in Malaya in 1941 at two levels. There is, on the one hand, the 

individual context, the diverse "everyday" life experiences of the different men within one 

battalion, the subject matter of this microhistorical study. On the other, there is the broad 

context, the lifestyle and those events that were experienced generally by all AIF troops in 

Malaya and are so described, generally and briefly, by the official history and other 

military histories concerned with the Malayan Campaign and the Fall of Singapore. 

I sought more information to develop the picture of the AIF experience in Malaya 

in 1941-42. I read letters written home by other officers and men from the different 

companies. Despite the quantity of detail in letters and photographs that tell the story of 

the 2118th Battalion's experiences in Malaya, there were gaps in the narrative that required 

explanation. Descriptions were missing or unclear, stories were unfinished, emotional 

responses to their work or the general conditions might only be hinted at. Such gaps in the 

narrative could sometimes be filled by memory and I sought interviews with 2118th 

Battalion survivors. Each of the men who agreed to be interviewed was keen to help me 

with my project, perhaps partly because of my insider status (as the daughter of a member 

of the battalion). The value of these oral history interviews lay in the myriad of detail-

oral evidence-that the men drew from memory and which served to authenticate the 

sweeping generalised experiences attributed to them by the traditional histories. Memory 

can be unreliable. It changes as it absorbs new and ever changing social and cultural 

values. It is also selective. Nevertheless, it often seems able to retrieve the details required 

to create a credible account of the conditions of everyday life. Its ability to bring forth 

individual details, in the words of Paul Thompson, "makes for a history which is not just 

richer, more vivid and heart rending but truer. ,,27 

I also read a number of memoirs, both published and unpublished, but they, like 

the memories of present day survivors, are coloured by awareness of what occurred 

afterwards. It is the letters that the men posted home from Malaya in 1941 that provide the 

27 Paul Thompson, The Voice a/the Past, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1988 (1978), 
p.99. 
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best source material and insights into the life they were leading and their emotional 

response to it. And a surprising number of these letters have survived. Certainly the 

soldiers adapted what they wrote according to whom they wrote and their letters were 

censored as wel1.28 Nevertheless, despite such limitations, their very great advantage is that 

the writers did not have the benefit of foresight. When writing to his wife or mother or 

sister, a soldier might dwell on his homesickness, health or boredom and frustration with 

his enforced stay in Malaya. He might bewail the lack of opportunity for promotion in a 

garrison army. On the other hand, he might describe the "native" people or a local town 

and even enthuse about Malaya, the country to which he had come by chance. He might 

simply give details of his latest leave or of an amusing incident. At most, his letter is a 

personal record of his wartime (though not his military) experiences. He had no real 

expectation of Malaya being anything other than a peaceful backwater. He did not take the 

Japanese threat seriously and, from the day he arrived, he always expected to move to and 

fight in the Middle East. He could not know that in less than twelve months he might be 

dead on a battlefield in Malaya or on Singapore Island, or that he might die as a prisoner of 

war. Such letters-and so many have been treasured by 2118th Battalion families for more 

than sixty years-are the most poignant. 

They also offer the greatest insights into the period. As the soldiers of the 2118th 

Battalion wrote about life in Malaya in 1941, they were describing the beginning of the 

AIF's involvement in the episode that would culminate in the Fall of Singapore. But they 

could not foresee future events. They could not know that the period of their everyday life 

in Malaya was merely a beginning, a prelude to the events that would follow. Their focus 

was in their present and their letters, written at that time, depict something of the essence 

of that present. 

28 Mark Johnston, At the Front Line: Experiences of Australian Soldiers in 
World War Il, Cambridge, 1996, pp.xix-xx. Johnston argues that while 
Australian soldiers often felt constrained because their officers (and the 
official censors) could read what they wrote, they were nevertheless allowed 
to write openly about their lives and express views many of which those 
officers shared with them. 
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MAJOR-GENERAL H. GORDON BENNETT, GOC, AIF, MALA YA, 1941 

Source: Legg, Frank, The Gordon Bennett Story, Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 
1965. 

LIEUTENANT-GENERAL A.E. PERCIVAL, GOC, MALAYA, FROM MAY 1941 

Source: Warren, Alan, Singapore 1942: Britain's Greatest Defeat, 
Singapore, Talisman, 2002. 
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After the war those who survived and wrote their memoirs did so with the clear 

vision of hindsight. For them, the year they spent in Malaya paled to minor significance 

when it was set against the enormities of the fighting, the capitulation and the long years in 

prisoner of war camps. Therefore, even the history produced by participants illustrates the 

maxim that, "History is lived forwards, but is written in retrospect. We know the end 

before we consider the beginning and we can never recapture what it was to know the 

beginning only. ,,29 

Hindsight has influenced historians too. Over sixty years, they have established 

and formalised the sequences of action or lack of action that led inexorably to the Fall of 

Singapore. Enquiry into the period that the 22nd Brigade spent in Malaya before the war 

has limited itself to those aspects that are regarded as significant to the later occurrences. 

Consequently such histories accord, at most, minimal space to the 2118th Battalion's 

preparation over twelve months in Malaya that culminated in the battle on the N ithsdale 

Estate near Mersing. The consensus is that neither the readiness of the troops for action nor 

the battle that they fought in Malaya in any way influenced Singapore's fate. In 

consequence, it is not only the general histories that have ignored the 2118th Battalion's 

efforts. Even Gordon Bennett, General Officer Commanding (GOC) AIF Malaya, failed to 

mention them in his book Why Singapore Fell (1944).30 

On the other hand, the British Lieutenant-General A.E. Percival, GOC Malaya, in 

his 1948 report, does concede some value to the AIF preparations at Mersing and devotes a 

paragraph to the 2118th's action at Nithsdale. The War in Malaya, published in 1949 

(following upon his report of the previous year) describes the 22nd Brigade as "one of the 

best-trained formations in jungle fighting in Malaya [who had] put in an immense amount 

of work in the construction of the defences.,,3l Indeed, the Japanese commander of the 

29 C.V. Wedgwood, quoted in A.W. Martin, Robert Menzies: A Life, (Va!. 2, 
1944-/978), Melbourne, 1999, p.581. 
30 Gordon H. Bennett, Why Singapore Fell, Sydney, 1944. 
31 A.E. Percival, The War in Malaya, London, 1949, p.244. Percival replaced 
Bond as GOe Malaya in May 1941. 
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55th Regiment of the 18th Division, Colonel Koba, wrote that his forces could never have 

captured the position as had been originally planned. The Australian defences at Mersing 

made him "shudder.,,32 Percival contends that although the defences against a Japanese sea 

landing were never tested, the effort put into constructing and manning them had not been 

wasted. In fact, they had probably been effective. Japanese sources confirm that the 

original Japanese plan had been to land the whole of the 18th Division on Malaya's eastern 

coast, but in the event only Colonel Takumi's and Koba's detachments operated on that 

side of the peninsula.33 The main strength of the division, originally intended for a landing 

at Mersing, was instead disembarked at Singora on the north east coast, from where it 

made its way south on the western side of the peninsula. Koba's Regiment, a force 

comprising two battalions, after landing at Kota Bharu, joined with Takumi's Regiment 

and moved south to capture Kuantan on 31 December 1941. From Kuantan, the Takumi 

Regiment moved west but the Koba Regiment continued south, its troops moving skilfully 

through the jungle beside the coast to Endau and Mersing. 34 A number of skirmishes 

between the Japanese and Australians occurred north of Mer sing but when the Japanese 

finally entered Mersing, they did so unopposed because the Australians had left; they had 

withdrawn from the area in what would be the first stage of the general withdrawal of all 

Allied troops to southern Johore and finally to Singapore.35 The 2118th Battalion, 

anticipating that the Japanese troops would follow, laid an ambush on the road astride the 

Nithsdale Estate, six miles south of Mersing. In the ensuing battle, both sides suffered 

severe casualties and on this occasion, for the Japanese, there was no gain: they withdrew 

toward Mersing. 36 In Percival's words, the 2118th Battalion had "dealt a severe blow that 

enabled Eastforce to fall back "in accordance with the general plan.,,37 In the wide scheme 

32 Quoted in James Burfitt, Against All Odds: The History o/the 2118th 
Battalion A.I.F., Sydney, 1991, p.35. 
33 Masanobu Tsuji, Singapore: The Japanese Version, Sydney, 1960, p.206. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Wigmore, Japanese Thrust, pp. 260-262. 
36 Burfitt, Against All Odds, p.53. 
37 Percival, War in Malaya, p.245. 
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THE MALAYAN CAMPAIGN OF THE JAPANESE 25TH ARMY 

Source: Tsuji Masanobu, Singapore: The Japanese Version, 
Ure Smith, Sydney, 1960, p.212. 
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of military history, it would seem that the tactical significance of the action at Nithsdale 

was that it allowed the troops who had been stationed on the east coast to retreat without 

harassment to Johore Bahru. 

In the 60 years that have passed since the Fall of Singapore, historians have not 

had reason to alter their original assessment of the value of the 2/1Sth Battalion's part to 

the Malayan campaign. The battle for Malaya was lost on the west side of the peninsula-

whatever happened on the east side was virtually inconsequential in the chain of events. 

The defences at Mersing may have been effective in preventing a Japanese landing from 

the sea but whether they were or not was immaterial. All Allied units in Malaya were 

under orders to withdraw south even before the 211Sth Battalion fought its battle on the 

Nithsdale Estate. In a grand scale of cause and effect, action and results, the performance 

of the 211Sth Battalion altered nothing. 

Nevertheless, the battalion was awarded its battle honours for this fight which was 

one of the final engagements of the Malayan Campaign.38 For detailed accounts of it, one 

must look to those histories that specifically describe the Australian contribution to the 

Malayan Campaign, or to those concerned with the fighting in Malaya itself. The official 

history, Lionel Wigmore's The Japanese Thrust, includes an overview of the 211Sth 

Battalion's action as it is officially recorded in the battalion diary.39 James Burfitt's 

Against All Odds: the History a/the 2118th Battalion, describes the action. Burfitt, while 

allowing that oral evidence is "occasionally unreliable", has used the accounts of survivors 

as "no other material exists.,,4o Janet Uhr's Against the Sun, a study of the Australian 

campaign in Malaya, also tells the story of the action as the survivors remembered it. 41 

Other histories that describe the action, if briefly, include Ivan Chapman's Sydney 

38 Fighting still continued in the west as the Allied troops withdrew south. 
39 Wigmore, Japanese Thrust, p.267 -269. 
40 Burfitt, Against All Odds, p.l3. 
41 Janet Uhr, Against the Sun: The AIF in Malaya, 1941-42, Sydney, 1998, 
pp.163-200. 
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University Regiment: the First 80 Years (SUR members took part in the battle);42 and Alan 

Warren's Singapore 1942: Britain's Greatest Defeat, a history of the tactical campaign in 

Malaya, which shows, without denigrating those involved, what went wrong tactically.43 

The histories listed above do not ignore the long period of training and preparation 

undertaken by the AIF in Malaya but its inclusion and the quantity of detail depend on the 

writer's purpose. The period is always treated as a prelude. Consequently, although their 

authors contribute to knowledge of this time, their descriptions of it are usually brief and 

always generalised. They amount to overviews of the soldiers' experiences, and their 

response, both physically and mentally, to their situation. Wigmore, Burfitt and Uhr all 

include oral evidence in their narratives. The value in so doing, in Burfitt's words, is "to 

glimpse the human face of the 211 8th Battalion's history.,,44 

Historians have also studied Australian troops themselves, and in so doing have 

produced a strand of historical literature that is naturally relevant to the social history of 

the 211 8th Battalion. They have focused on the Australian soldier in the Second World 

War in order to identify the traits that characterised him. John Barrett, in We Were There 

(1987), draws on the replies to a questionnaire of 3,700 veterans, many of them directly 

quoted, to produce a social record of the Second AIF, identifying common experiences of 

individual soldiers and their own responses to those experiences. Like the interviewees in 

this research, Barrett's respondents appear to remember clearly their emotional reactions to 

particular situations.45 Mark Johnston's Fighting the Enemy (2000) analyses "the role of 

propaganda, politics and racism in soldiers' thoughts.,,46 Johnston's analysis supports the 

contention that racism was actively promoted in the AIF in Malaya for propaganda 

purposes-if the soldier held his enemy in contempt he was less likely to mind killing him. 

42 Ivan Chapman, Sydney University Regiment: The First 80 Years, Sydney, 
1996, pp.552-553. 
43 Warren, Singapore J 942: Britain's Greatest Defeat, Singapore, 2002. 
44 Burfitt, Against All Odds, p.13. 
45 John Barrett, We Were There: Australian Soldiers of World War II, 
Melbourne, 1987. Barrett: "Fundamentally reliable was most respondents' 
recall of what had been important to them ... ", p.29. 
46 Mark Johnston, Fighting the Enemy: Australian Soldiers and their 
Adversaries in World War II, Cambridge, 2000, p.6. 
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By identifying particular characteristics of Australian Second World War soldiers, 

historians have also tested the extent to which individual Australian soldiers corresponded 

to the heroic legendary digger of the Anzac tradition. The digger was epitomised by the 

Great War image of the citizen-turned-soldier, who had enlisted only for the war's 

duration. Indifferent to military protocol and practices that were not immediately relevant 

to his fighting purpose, and lacking discipline when away from the frontline, he was in 

battle a fierce and tough fighter who showed both initiative and dash.47 In essence, the 

legendary soldier was an ideal. The image was promulgated during the Gallipoli Campaign 

and within a year it was resented by at least some First War soldiers who saw it as both 

exaggeration and exploitation.48 And, although both written and oral testimony reveal that 

men in the 21lSth Battalion were aware of and hoped they would not fail to live up to the 

deeds of their predecessors a quarter of a century earlier, they in their turn also resented 

their own "glamorisation" by the press in Malaya.49 

On the other hand, they would not have quarrelled with Russel Ward's contention 

that the traditional "spirit of the noble bushman", which was evident in the digger legend, 

was also discernible in soldiers such as themselves, for the 21lSth Battalion was a 

"country" battalion.50 Nearly two-thirds of the men were from rural districts, from both the 

towns and the "land". Army life, especially in Malaya, both in peace time and in war, had 

many parallels with country life. A number of the men's letters give credence to the view, 

which was first promoted by CEW Bean in the official history of the First World War, that 

country life was the basis of good soldiery.51 

Bean's "celebration" of the ordinary soldier in the official history was part of a 

search for an Australian national character. Although Jeffrey Grey condemns this historical 

47 Jane Ross, The Myth of the Digger, Sydney, 1985, p.38. 
48 Michael McKernan, quoted in Jane Ross, Myth of the Digger, p.13. 
49 See Chapter Six. 
50 Russel Ward, The Australian Legend, Melbourne, 1958, p.214. 
51 CEW Bean, Official History of Australia in the War of 1914-18, Vol.1, 
Sydney, 1936-42, pp.45-6. 
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preoccupation as parochial and "potentially stultifying,,,52 the digger has become a cultural 

symbol of Australian identity and aspiration. Jane Ross, having examined the First and 

Second AIFs to test the extent to which the digger of the Australian legend is truth or 

myth, concludes that "the myth could be descriptive and not just normative".53 While 

surviving members might modestly refuse to acknowledge the point, it would seem that 

the spirit of legendary digger (and all his characteristics) was present among the men the 

2/18th Battalion in Malaya. 

However, a much wider range of sources than those referred to above must be 

consulted to support a valid social history of the life experience of the 2118th Battalion 

during 1941-42. The history must encompass the soldiers' actions and responses in their 

everyday life and the effects of these on their relationships, attitudes and behaviour while 

the battalion marked time as a garrison force in Malaya. While historians have not been 

concerned with the 2118th Battalion itself, they have over sixty years exhaustively 

examined a number of uniquely "Malayan" factors in relation to the Fall of Singapore. 

These factors, summarised below, include the physical environment of Malaya and 

Singapore, the pluralistic nature of the social order established and maintained by the 

British colonial regime, and the political and military decisions taken at Government and 

Command level both in Singapore and beyond. 

Malaya's physical environment-its climate and terrain-had an immediate 

impact on the soldiers. The Malay Peninsula is a narrow "appendix" of land, only 200 

miles across at its widest point. It extends some 400 miles from Burma and Thailand in the 

north to the island of Singapore, to which it is linked by a causeway, in the south. In 1941 

there were a thousand miles of coastline for the British garrison to defend against an 

invasion from the sea. A jungle-covered mountain range extending down the spine of the 

peninsula separates the coastal plains on either side. Rich tin deposits and proximity to 

important trade routes had fostered development on the western side. The big towns were 

52 Jeffrey Grey, A Military History of Australia, Cambridge, 1990, p.2. 
53 Jane Ross, Myth of the Digger, p.199. 
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served by rail and a road that ran the length of the peninsula. Comparatively large areas of 

jungle had been cleared for rubber plantation. By contrast, the eastern side of the peninsula 

in 1941 was remote and undeveloped. The road north from Singapore stopped at Endau. 

Any commerce between the towns that had grown up at intervals along the various rivers 

was usually conducted by boat, while the north-east monsoon from the China Sea, 

buffeting the coastline, halted maritime activity between November and February. 

However, despite the dissimilarity between west and east, the climate on both sides of 

Malaya is hot and constantly humid. The Australians who arrived in Malaya in February 

1941 were used to a temperate rather than tropical climate. Having come either from 

"open" country or cities, they had no experience of Malaya's jungle terrain. Their need to 

acclimatise was paramount but the process was neither quick nor straightforward. The men 

spent several months training on the western side of the peninsula before being assigned to 

construct and man defences at Mersing on the east coast. As they trained and prepared 

defences for war, they also adapted to both the enervating climate and the terrain. 

The pluralistic nature of Malayan society affected not only the Australians' 

relationships with other peoples, but also their own sense of identity. In 1941 Malayan 

society was composed of different ethnic groups who lived side by side and, for the most 

part, did not mingle, thereby conforming to l.S. Furnivall's definition of a "plural 

society".54 The main social divisions were between the indigenous Malays who owned the 

land and the "immigrant" Chinese who ran the economy. A third group, not as large, 

comprised the Indians whom the British brought to Malaya to work on the plantations and 

fill clerical posts. Moreover, there were numerically smaller groups such as the British and 

other Europeans, the Eurasians (those people of mixed western and eastern ancestry), the 

54 J.S. Furnivall, quoted in R.W.Hefner, R.W. (ed.) The Politics of 
Multiculturalism, Pluralism and Citizenship in Malaysia, Singapore and 
Indonesia, Honolulu, 2001. Furnivall described a plural society as one that 
comprises "two or more elements or social orders which live side by side, 
yet without mingling, in one political unit"; John G. Butcher, The British in 
Malaya, 1880-1941: the social history ofa European community in colonial 
South-East Asia, Kuala Lumpur, 1979, p.173. Butcher wrote, "The F.M.S. 
was a classic example of what Furnivall called a 'plural society'." 
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Arabs, the Jews, and the Japanese. All the ethnic categories were divided again by 

considerations of class and wealth, ethnicity and dialect. In Singapore, the Chinese 

predominated numerically and the British politically so that Singapore, too, was divided 

both ethnically and according to class. The nine states of British Malaya comprised three 

classes of territory-the Straits Settlements, the Federated Malay States and the 

Unfederated Malay States-but, despite the distinctions among them, the British 

administration had effective control over all. The main reason for their presence was to 

ensure the extraction of as much tin and rubber from Malaya as possible. 55 The permanent 

British garrison was present to protect the great naval base of Singapore that had been built 

to serve British imperial interests in the region. When the war began in 1939 the 

authorities sought to increase its strength with Indian and Australian troops so that it might 

extend its protection to Malaya. The garrison, yet another group in Singapore and Malaya, 

was also divided along racial/ethnic and class/rank lines. The Australians constituted a 

separate group within the Malayan garrison. 

In Australian society, racist attitudes were not unacceptable.56 All political parties 

adhered firmly to the notion of a "White Australia". The Australian soldiers had no quarrel 

with the racial divisions of Malayan and Singaporean society. Nevertheless, they were 

always aware of the ambassadorial role that they were expected to play in Malaya, and 

they interpreted that role as not to exclude a friendly approach towards the Asiatic 

population (although they were from the outset and at all times suspicious of the 

Japanese). They were, generally, proud of their popularity with the Asian population. Their 

casual approach to the maintenance of colonial British dignity earned both criticism and 

praise. 

Historians concerned with the Malayan Campaign and the Fall of Singapore have 

devoted attention to the implications of the political and military decisions made in 

England, Australia and Singapore which preceded those events. Churchill, at the helm of 

55 Callahan, Worst Disaster, p.114; Wigmore, Japanese Thrust, p.l. 
56 Johnston, Fighting the Enemy, p.85. 
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Britain's war, adhered to a "Europe and Middle East first" approach. Whatever threat it 

might pose in the future, Japan had not yet entered the war. As a result, the British 

commitment to the extension of the defences of Malaya and Singapore was, at best, 

inadequate and piecemeal. The Australian government, too, was initially unenthusiastic 

about the AIF's participation in the Singapore garrison. Australia wanted to keep her 

troops concentrated and under Australian command and the Australian troops were in the 

Middle East. 57 Malayan Command recognised that, in order to keep Australia amenable, it 

must acquiesce in an arrangement that gave Bennett the independence and power to report 

directly to Australia.58 Accordingly, it allocated to the AIF its own sphere of operations, 

the defence of the state of lohore against invasion from the sea or from the north: it was 

the last line of defence before Singapore. Finally, all Allied defence preparations in 

Malaya and Singapore were affected by the attitude of the British colonial administration 

to military matters until well after the war began. In Singapore itself the divisions between 

the civil and military had always been marked. In peacetime the civil authorities, intent on 

producing rubber and tin, had regarded the military as irrelevant.59 When the war came to 

Malaya their attitude was not noticeably different. They never did cede their responsibility 

to the military. The political, military and civil decisions of Governments and Allied 

Command made in Whitehall, Canberra and Singapore had implications for the 

Australians' everyday lives. 

These Malayan "factors", discernible in any general review of the literature about 

Malaya and the lead up to the Fall of Singapore, provide the physical and historical 

backdrop against which the soldiers' experiences were enacted. Each work sheds some 

light on particular aspects of the circumstances in which the 2/18th Battalion lived, trained, 

worked and eventually fought. 

57 Ian Hamill, "An Expeditionary Force Mentality? The Despatch of 
Australian Troops to the Middle East, 1939-1940", Australian Outlook, 
Vol.3l, No.2, August 1977, p.327. 
58 Callahan, Worst Disaster, pp.130-1. 
59 James Leasor, Singapore: The battle that changed the world, New York, 
1968, pp.109-10; Callahan, Worst Disaster, p.113. 
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Contemporary newspaper reports, Singaporean and Australian, provide the earliest 

commentary on the AIF presence in Malaya. Special reporters, war correspondents and 

broadcasters from Australia, England and America were reporting regularly from 

Singapore during 1941. Subject to stringent censorship, for which the British have been 

historically criticised, much of the reporting was unreliable.60 When the Australians 

arrived in Singapore they received a great deal of media fanfare-the censors sought to 

bluff the enemy with reports of the Australians' strength and fighting qualities.61 

"Glamorised" in the media, Australian troops in Malaya were the subject of Australian, 

Singaporean and international newspaper reports as well as of articles in magazines such 

as the Australian Women's Weekly. Battalion magazines offered the AIF's own reactions 

to life in Malaya. The 2118th produced its fourth issue of Men May Smoke within a few 

weeks of its arrival. 

Singapore fell. War correspondents "who were there" but left Singapore before the 

capitulation produced the first accounts-and the first generalisations-which were 

inspired by their own memories and emotional involvement. They based their conclusions 

on their own observations and experiences or on eyewitness accounts given to them. An 

Australian, Gilbert Mant, wrote Grim Glory in 1942 and You'll be Sorry in 1944, which 

are combined in a single volume, The Singapore Surrender. 62 You'll Be Sorry is 

autobiographical. Mant, a private in the 2119 Battalion, had travelled to Singapore aboard 

the Queen Mary and trained, as best he could, in the "Green Hell" that was the Malayan 

jungle before "being manpowered out of the army" to become a Reuters war 

correspondent. His purpose, explicitly stated, was to cast out any doubts that the 

Australian public might have about the commitment and performance of the 8th Division 

AIF.63 Ian Morrison, the English Times correspondent, published Malayan Postscript in 

1943. It is an analysis of the civil and military conditions in Singapore and Malaya before 

60 Wigmore, Japanese Thrust, p.74. 
61 Malay Mail, "A Warning to Aggressors", 20 February 1941. 
62 Gilbert Mant, The Singapore Surrender, Kenthurst NSW, 1992. 
63 Ibid., p.8. 
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the war and the progress of the war based on his own observations and interviews. What 

he saw caused him to believe that Bennett might have made a better fist of the military 

situation generally than the British General Percival.64 Cecil Brown, an American 

broadcaster reporting the news from Singapore, was also critical of Percival. He published 

a diary in 1942 that he had kept until his departure in mid-January 1942, entitled Suez to 

Singapore.65 His daily entries highlight the absurdity of much of the government and 

military propaganda that was designed to boost citizen morale, and his own frustration 

with British censorship.66 E.M. Glover, manager of the Malayan Tribune before the war, 

published In 70 Days: the Story of the Japanese campaign in British Malaya, in 1946. In it 

he reiterates the enquiry he claimed to have made regularly in the Tribune-if Asiatic 

people could be trusted to man the police forces in peacetime, why had the authorities not 

used the Asiatic popUlation for defence work, patrols and labour duties?67 

The war ended and the surviving Allied prisoners were released from the Japanese 

camps. Senior officers produced what would be the official accounts that they had written 

during the years of confinement. Lieutenant-Colonel Charles Kappe's The Malayan 

Campaign provided material for the official history.68 Ordinary soldiers wrote their own 

accounts of what had happened to them. Both published and unpublished, these are based, 

for the most part, on memory that might or might not have been aided by diaries and notes. 

Soldiers' personal narratives rarely reflect on either politics or the strategic decisions of 

Command. Their concern is with their own experiences. They, too, rate their involvement 

in subsequent events (the actual campaigns, the prisoner of war experience) as the more 

important, and compress those of the period before the war into a few pages, or, at most, a 

few chapters. 

64 Ian Morrison, Malayan Postscript, Sydney, 1943, pp.l57-158. 
65 Cecil Brown, Suez to Singapore, New York, 1943. 
66 Ibid., p.156. 
67 E.M. Glover, In Seventy Days, London, 1946, p.152. 
68 Peter Stanley, '''The men who did the fighting are now all busy writing': 
Australian post-mortems on Defeat in Malaya and Singapore, 1942-45", in 
Brian Farrell & Sandy Hunter (eds.), Sixty Years On: The Fall o/Singapore 
Revisited, Singapore, 2002, p.306. 
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The most famous example is Russell Braddon's The Naked Island (1952), an 

autobiographical account of his experiences (as an artilleryman in the 2/15th) during the 

war and as a prisoner.69 Braddon devotes several chapters to the period before the war 

began. The Naked Island is a private soldier's view and an angry one. Braddon dwelt on 

the absurdity of many of the bureaucratic edicts that emanated from army planning, the 

ineffectiveness of officers, the inadequacies of training and the shortages of equipment. 

His memories of the pre-war period are in stark contrast to those recalled by infantryman 

Jack Scott, a corporal in the 2118th Battalion, in his autobiography A Fair Crack of the 

Whip (1984).70 Scott praises his commanders who "kept us free of ever developing a siege 

mentality or assuming the role of garrison soldiers.,,7! He also describes an unremitting 

training schedule, acknowledging the value of their jungle training, and asserts, "We could 

not be labelled as untrained, ill equipped or unprepared for any eventuality."n 

The accounts of both Braddon and Scott were based on their memories. Braddon 

became a prisoner of war and spent three and a half years in captivity. Scott escaped to 

Australia. The extent to which the subsequent experiences of each affected his memory of 

the period and his viewpoint in regard to the months preceding the war is debatable. Other 

factors must be considered. Braddon grew up in Sydney and had a university background. 

Scott, from the country, may have adjusted more easily to the army life on the Malayan 

Peninsula. The two men were in different units and necessarily had different experiences. 

Although he arrived in Singapore six months after Scott, Braddon spent more time on 

Singapore Island. Scott had more time to acclimatise in Malaya. Braddon's book was 

published in 1951, Scott's more than 30 years later. The passing of time may well have-

indeed must have-influenced Scott's memories. 

Nevertheless Merv Mullins' Birth of a Battalion: The History of the 2118th 

Battalion 1940-1945, an autobiographical history that incorporates articles taken from 

69 Russell Braddon, The Naked Island, London, 1981 (1952), pp.38-60. 
70 Jack Scott, A Fair Crack a/the Whip, Charters Towers NQld., 1984. 
71 Ibid., p.93. 
72 Ibid., p.94. 
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newspapers and magazines, particularly from Men May Smoke, accords with Scott's 

view.73 Mullins was a private in the 211Sth Battalion who was invalided home before 

hostilities with the Japanese commenced. He reveals the same loyalty to his fellow soldiers 

and the battalion to which he had belonged as did Gilbert Mant in his earlier account. 

Other early histories, written in the traditional, authoritative vein, exhibit greater 

detachment, but their assertions do not depart radically from those of the participants. 

Indeed some, such as David H. James, had been prisoners themselves. James, a British 

expert in Japanese history, culture and language, had worked with the Australians when 

they were stationed at Mersing in 1941. He offers insights not only into the Japanese 

character and actions, but also into the character of the "Aussie" soldiers in Malaya, their 

attitudes and capabilities.74 James cites personal experience when asserting that, before the 

outbreak of hostilities, a specialist on Japan could tell British and Australian soldiers about 

Japanese capabilities but that he would not be believed.7s In fact, the point has been made 

that men such as James, experts or specialists on Japan and her people, were themselves 

"suspect as being faintly 'pro-Japanese' .,,76 

The Australian official history is another early history. The Japanese Thrust gives 

a detailed, chronological account of the long period of training and preparation undertaken 

by the AIF. It purports to be an all-encompassing "grand narrative" of the circumstances 

and events that culminate in the Fall of Singapore and its aftermath. Wigmore specifically 

states that his purpose is to promote greater understanding of Australia's contribution in 

the struggle against Japan in Malaya and Singapore by explaining "the many and diverse 

circumstances which determined the nature of the conflict and to a large extent dominated 

73 Merv Mullins, Birth a/a Battalion: A History a/the 2118th Battalion 
1940-1945, published in The Field, Journal a/the Fairfield RSL, September 
1981-December 1982, copy in one volume in the possession of the author, 
unpaginated. 
74 David H. James, The Rise and Fall o[theJapanese Empire, London, 1951, 
pp.205-207. 
75 Ibid, p.190. 
76 Callahan, Worst Disaster, pp.61-62. 
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the employment of the Allied forces.,,77 Decisions taken by world leaders and events that 

occurred upon the world stage as 1941 progressed are interspersed with accounts of the 

doings of British Command in Singapore and the AIF's activities in Malaya. 

All the early histories, including both the Australian and the British official 

histories, depended to a greater or lesser extent on information from participants "who, by 

relating what they did, saw or experienced at particular times and places helped to confirm, 

correct or amplify information contained in the record.,,78 Wigmore explicitly extends the 

value of oral evidence beyond its ability to reveal "a glimpse of the human face". For him, 

the words of a participant bestow immediacy to the recreation of a past situation. He 

makes use of the words of participants in order to recreate "the outlook and atmosphere of 

the time".79 However, with regard to the Australian experience in the period prior to the 

war, he quotes very few participants' words. 

Kenneth Attiwill's The Singapore Story (1959) critically surveys both Singapore 

society and the military garrison that was there to defend the great naval base. His 

conclusions amount to a scathing indictment of the British colonial society. The tiny 

British elite did not "mix" with the Chinese, the Malays or the Indians and, consequently, 

failed to understand them. It did, however, align itself with the elite (or officers) of the 

Services. Attiwill points to the "wide gulf" between officers and other ranks in the 

military, to which even the Australian army, which comprised volunteer servicemen, was 

not immune. Attitwill concludes that the lack of understanding between the disparate 

sections of the population effectively prevented them from uniting to counter the Japanese 

invasion. "[The] compound of Fear and Distrust ... spread like a rotting mildew from top to 

bottom, and marched with every fighting unit.,,80 

James Leasor in Singapore: the Battle that Changed the World (1968) adds 

another ingredient to this compound of Fear and Distrust-that of Complacency. The 

77 Wigmore, Japanese Thrust, p.xi. 
78 Ibid., p.xii. 
79 Ibid., p.xi. 
80 Kenneth Attiwill, Singapore Story, London, 1959, p.138. 
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"altogether delightful" social life led by the Europeans bred complacency in a community 

that considered the "peacetime activities of the Army ... little better than Boy Scout 

manoeuvres by grown up men".8! Leasor analyses the preparations for war undertaken by 

the allies. Without enough men or up-to-date equipment to defend Malaya and Singapore, 

both Command and government relied on propaganda to boost morale and bluff the 

invader. They succeeded in their first object, fooling both the civil and military 

populations. Leasor asserts, "The British had repeated so often that Singapore was 

impregnable that the city became a victim of its own myth.,,82 Certainly their propaganda 

failed to impress the Japanese whose own plans for invasion were realistically based. 

Colonel Masanobu Tsuji, the Japanese mastermind of the Malayan Campaign, first 

published his account of its planning and execution in 1952. It was translated into English 

in 1960. Fear, distrust and complacency had no place in the Japanese preparations-under 

Japanese command were united army divisions. These troops were experienced in war, 

lightly but effectively equipped, "on fire with the high ideal of the emancipation of Asia,,83 

and prepared to die for their emperor. Tsuji argues that it was a psychological edge rather 

than any form of physical training that won the campaign for the Japanese. "[It was] the 

indomitable fighting spirit of the officers and men which enabled them to surmount 

difficulties and hardships, to make detours through the jungle, and attack the enemy 

rear.,,84 

Later histories, usually comprehensive analyses of specific aspects of the Malayan 

Campaign and the Fall of Singapore, are more detached than the emotionally charged, 

wide ranging reporting and personal memoirs of the earlier period. As foreshadowed by 

Ian Morrison half a century earlier, a primary concern of later histories has been to 

apportion responsiblility.85 While former AIF infantryman Frank Legg's The Gordon 

81 Leasor, Singapore: the battle that changed the world, p.ll O. 
82 Ibid, p.116. 
83 Tsjuji, Singapore: The Japanese Version, p.175. 
84 Ibid, pp.16l-2. 
85 Morrison, Malayan Postscript, p.ix. 
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Bennett Story (1965) produces a sympathetic portrait of the Australian GOC (and stresses 

Bennett's insistence on jungle training for the troops), A.B. Lodge's The Fall of General 

Gordon Bennett, published 20 years later, is an extensively documented and critical study 

of Bennett's performance before and during the campaign in Malaya and Singapore. 

Lodge rarely mentions the soldiers under Bennett's command but it would appear that he 

deems thorough general training, not specifically jungle training, as significant. Peter 

Elphick's mission in Singapore: the Pregnable Fortress (1995), among others, is to 

"debunk" widely held, earlier assumptions as to what was ultimately responsible for the 

Fall of Singapore-he nominates the Australian troops for the honour. In a similar vein, 

Prithvi Nath, an Indian colonel, in The Japanese Offensive (1990), an appraisal of the 

campaign strategies and tactics, lays much of the blame for the Allied military defeat not 

on the poor quality of the Indian troops, as other historians have done, but on the lack of 

training of all Allied soldiers in Malaya, and, particularly, on the British and Australian 

troops' lack of motivation. "They were more mercenary than the Indians as they 

considered the colonial possessions not worth making a supreme sacrifice".86 Raymond 

Callahan's The Worst Disaster: The Fall of Singapore (1977) provides a comprehensive 

analysis of the circumstances which preceded the Fall of Singapore. In his preface to the 

second edition (2001), Callahan emphasises the ultimate consequences of the European 

racism that was so prevalent in Malaya. Not only did it affect European assessment of 

Japanese capabilities but it must also have significantly and adversely affected the morale 

of Indian officers and troops.87 David Day's The Politics of War (2003) is an analysis of 

Australia's political decisions and actions during World War Two.88 These latter two 

histories provide an overview of the high level political, military and civil decisions made 

in Britain, Australia and Singapore itself that resulted in the 2118th Battalion's posting to 

Malaya and its subsequent experiences. 

86 Prithvi Nath, The Japanese Offensive, Sterling Publishers, India, 1990, 
p.12. 
87 Callahan, Worst Disaster, p.9. 
88 Day, Politics of War. 
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It is in the light of the observations of all the historians, past and present, who have 

written about the Malayan Campaign and the Fall of Singapore, that the 2118th Battalion 

soldiers' letters must be read, for their letters constitute a running commentary on their 

individual experiences and contain their own assessments of how they coped and what 

they achieved or did not achieve. The Malayan climate and terrain, for example, affected 

what they ate, what they wore, how and where they trained and what equipment they 

found effective. The customs, engendered by the rigid social stratification that was 

especially noticeable in the cities, had implications for how men interacted within the 

community in which they found themselves, how they spent their leave, what their 

attitudes were and what relationships they could establish beyond the confines of the 

battalion. The decisions of Governments and Allied Command directed where they were 

stationed and why they were there, and what their objective was. While historians to date 

have largely ignored the everyday life experience of the 2/18th Battalion in Malaya during 

1941 and early 1942, there is, nevertheless, a wealth of background material which casts 

light on it. 

This thesis recounts the story of the 2118th Battalion from its inception until the 

end of the Malayan campaign. A simple outline of the narrative is comparable to the 

structure of the short story in English literature. It can be traced in several collections of 

letters written by members of the battalion and is understood by those who later wrote 

their memoirs. It begins with the battalion's formation and moves through a series of 

incidents (the posting to Malaya, the move to Mersing, the outbreak of war with Japan) 

until the climax (the battle on the Nithsdale Estate) and finally a rapid denouement (the 

immediate withdrawal to Singapore). It also satisfies other requirements of the short 

story-it has an essential unity of impression, it is completed with the greatest economy of 
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means and it is concerned with the activities of everyday people (read soldiers) who move 

in their familiar surroundings (the battalion) and in familiar ways.89 

However, the 2/18th Battalion's life experiences were far more complex than such 

a bare summary suggests. I chose the subject both because of my personal interest in my 

father's battalion and because of the amount of material available to me which concerned 

it. This material, generated by the battalion's presence in Malaya over nearly twelve 

months, offers insights beyond and more complex than the merely military aspects of the 

soldiers' everyday lives and experiences. As I reduced this ever-growing mass of data into 

a series of themes relevant to the battalion's experience and development, each with its 

own narrative, I sought a structural framework that could contain the whole in an orderly 

fashion. Inspiration for this came at least in part from Richard Evans who, in his In 

Defence of History, described how he built the structure for his book on the Hamburg 

cholera epidemic of 1892.90 In this thesis the structure is based on a series of what are 

virtually stand-alone narratives, each with its own chapter or part of a chapter, which build 

toward but never reach the climax of the battalion's Malayan sojourn, the battle on the 

Nithsdale Estate. That climax is reached in the penultimate chapter-the battalion's 

"blooding" in a battle that is both victory and tragedy; a fitting conclusion to each aspect 

of the Malayan experience. 

Thus the twin strands of a simple narrative account of the battalion's doings and 

an analysis of its development in response to those actions are intertwined to produce the 

social history of the 2118th Battalion AIF in Malaya in 1941-42. Following this 

introduction, Chapter Two, entitled "Birth of a Battalion", opens with an account of the 

battalion's formation in July 1940 and proceeds through the six months it spent training in 

Australia, its sea voyage-the AIF's rite of passage-to Singapore and, finally, its arrival 

in Malaya in mid-February 1941. Chapter Three investigates the relationships that 

89 R.C.Bentley, Englishfor the Higher School Certificate Book 1, 2nd ed., 
Sydney, 1971 (1966), pp.218-222. 
90 Richard J. Evans, In Defence of History, London, 1997, pp.144-147. 
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operated between the different levels of the military hierarchy and thereby reveals some of 

the dynamics of the battalion's functioning. Chapter Four dissects the daily life of the 

2118th Battalion soldier in Malaya, scrutinising the food he ate, the clothes he wore, the 

equipment he used and the work he undertook, while Chapter Five gauges the effects of 

these and other factors peculiar to Malaya upon both his physical health and mental 

attitude. In Chapter Six the focus moves beyond the battalion's boundaries to examine the 

relationships established between the men of the 2/18th Battalion and the different peoples 

of Malaya. Chapter Seven is a narrative account of the battle on the N ithsdale Estate, 

representing the climax of the battalion's year in Malaya, and the aftermath of the battle, 

the denouement, which was the battalion's rapid departure from Malaya. A final chapter, 

the conclusion to this thesis, reveals that the 2/18th Battalion's battle on the Nithsdale 

Estate signified the culmination of the battalion's long and peaceful preparation, the final 

stage of its development and the end of its Malayan experience 

The 2118th Battalion's efforts over 18 months from its formation until it fought at 

Mersing in January 1942 rarely receive much historical attention. However, they constitute 

part of Australia's social experience in wartime, quite apart from their military 

significance. The men of the 2118th Battalion, who were, in the first instance, citizens, had 

enlisted in the army to fight. Instead they found themselves isolated in peaceful, tropical 

Malaya, sidelined from the war and constrained by military discipline and obligations. The 

use of microhistory techniques reveals both their everyday interactions and growing 

interdependence in an unfamiliar country, that country's impact upon them, and the 

military preparations that they undertook in Malaya. It shows the contribution of men of 

all ranks in the 2118th Battalion to their shared experience. The citizen-soldiers grappled 

with the impact of an East Asian country and learned by trial and error. The story of their 

experience illustrates the development of the battalion itself. In the first edition of Men 

May Smoke the battalion diarist entitled his first chapter "Birth of a Battalion", thereby 

implying that with nurture, the battalion, no mere institution but a living entity, would 
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grow and develop. This objective was the explicit concern of the battalion's commanding 

officer but it depended too upon the men who comprised it-disciplined men who 

followed orders but who also had their own opinions and agendas. This thesis contends 

that the men, by contributing or not contributing at grass roots level in every state and 

sphere of activity, played a formative role in the development of the battalion itself. 
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Chapter Two
Birth of a battalion 

The first steps in its formation were taken in June 1940 and the 2/18th Battalion officially 

came into being a fortnight later. It had neither traditions nor esprit de corps, and its links 

with the 1 11 8th Battalion of W orId War One were, at best, tenuous. From the beginning it 

had a "country" character, with more than one-third of the men coming from the north and 

north-western districts of New South Wales, including the Commanding Officer (CO), 

Lieutenant-Colonel Arthur Varley, and perhaps two-thirds in all from country districts 

generally. The battalion embarked on a demanding training programme designed to mould 

the eight hundred-odd volunteers into an efficient fighting unit. Varley saw clearly that the 

means of harnessing the will of the men into a co-operative and ultimately successful 

entity depended as much on the development of a genuine esprit de corps as it did on the 

troops' expertise, fitness and discipline. He was unceasing in his efforts to promote this 

spirit but credit for its creation must be shared with the troops themselves. 

The encouragement of its development did not mean that the men would not 

question a particular aspect of their role. It could not override their judgement, individual 

or collective. Regardless of discipline, the degree of their enthusiasm would always 

depend upon their own assessment of the value of a particular objective. When the 

objective had their backing, the collective enterprise evolved into the spirit that Varley 

sought. 

By the time the battalion left for Malaya in February 1941, it was a highly trained 

and proud unit. Hitherto, its training and consequent development had been conventional, 

based on Australia's First World War experiences. In Malaya the men had to adapt to 

quite different conditions in their everyday life and in their preparations for war. Their 

success depended not only on the prescience of those in command but also on a generally 

receptive, tolerant and positive attitude at the grass roots level. That attitude was both 
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generated and reinforced by the battalion spirit which was clearly evident before the unit 

left Australia. 

When the 8th Division AIF came into being, General Vernon Sturdee was 

appointed its GOC. Before his promotion to Chief of General Staff, barely a month later, 

Sturdee had offered Brigadier Harold Taylor command of the 22nd Brigade, which Taylor 

had "gladly accepted".! An eminent scientist in civilian life, Taylor had had an equally 

distinguished military career. However, despite his credentials for the appointment as 

Officer Commanding (OC) 22nd Brigade AIF, the choice was to prove less than happy. 

The relationship between Sturdee's successor, Major-General Gordon Bennett, GOC 8th 

Division, and Sturdee's appointee, Brigadier Taylor, OC 22nd Brigade, was never easy. 

Despite the differences between the general and his brigadier, Bennett did approve 

of Taylor's choice for the officer to command the 2118th Infantry Battalion. On 20 June 

1940 Taylor made the recorded telephone call that, for all its simplicity, marked the 

beginning of the formation of the 2118th Battalion. It was to Lieutenant-Colonel Arthur 

Varley, a Great War veteran who, since the outbreak of the second war, had commanded 

the militia's 35th Battalion at Greta near Tamworth. "Is that you, Varley? Brigadier Taylor 

here. Well, I've decided to give you command of the 2118th." Varley replied, "Thankyou 

Sir. That's the best news I've heard in a long time.,,2 When Bennett relieved Taylor of his 

command on the Singapore battlefield two days before the Capitulation-Taylor, 

exhausted from lack of sleep, was hospitalised-he appointed Varley in his place. Of 

Brigadier Varley, Bennett would write after the war, 

His qualities as a leader were quickly recognised by both his 

seniors and the men who were serving under him ... He welded 

I Brigadier Harold Taylor, On Guard, Brigade Magazine, Yo 1.1 , No.1, June 1941, 
p.16. 
2 Men May Smoke, YoU, No.1, December 1940, p.2. 
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Source: John Fuller's diarised photographic 
album Volume 1, in possession of author 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL ARTHUR L. VARLEY, MC, 

OC 2/18TH INFANTRY BATTALION AIF 

Source: Men May Smoke, final edition, June 1948. 
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the Battalion into a fine unit and instilled into it a grand fighting 

.. 3 
SpirIt. 

On 23 June 1940 in Sydney, the 22nd Brigade held its first meeting. Present were 

Brigadier Taylor and other senior Brigade personnel including the newly appointed COs 

of the 2/18th Battalion (Lieutenant-Colonel Varley), 2119th Battalion (Lieutenant-Colonel 

Maxwell) and 2/20th Battalion (Lieutenant-Colonel Jeater). Discussion centred upon the 

immediate appointment of officers and non-commissioned officers (NCOs), and upon the 

implementation of training programmes. With regard to the former, Taylor wrote, 

"Character and ability to carry out a task were to be the only considerations.,,4 Varley 

interviewed a number of prospective officers from the Sydney University Regiment (SUR) 

before he returned to his militia battalion at Greta in northern New South Wales. It is 

likely that Brigadier Taylor's enthusiasm for the SUR, which he had formerly commanded, 

influenced his three battalion commanders to look there, particularly, for suitable officers.s 

Officially, the SUR was never more than a Citizens Military Force (CMF) unit in which 

University undergraduates enlisted. In reality it was "a selective school" which trained 

potential officers.6 Ken Mosher, an SUR-trained 2118th Battalion officer, assessed the 

strength of that SUR training: 

We had an education edge, perhaps, but we didn't think ourselves 

superior in any way. Some other CMF battalions could out-shoot 

us and were better than us both physically and at drill, and were 

more practical. (But) later when we had to command men from 

all walks of life, our SUR experience enabled us to accept these 

3 Men May Smoke, Final Edition of2/18th Bn. A.I.F. Magazine, June 1948, p.9. 
4 Harold Taylor, in On Guard, Brigade Magazine, YoU, No.1, June 1941, p.l6. 
5 Brigadier Taylor commanded the Sydney University Regiment between 1925 and 
1929. 
6 Sir Roden Cutler, quoted in Chapman, Sydney University Regiment, p.ii. 
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blokes for their values, discover their individual talents and put 

them to use.7 

Of the eighteen original junior officers (platoon commanders) of the 2118th Battalion, five 

were SUR men and several others occupied senior positions8
. As Ivan Chapman, journalist 

and author of the history of the Sydney University Regiment who had served in the AIF in 

Europe, remarked, "The 22nd Brigade had a very large SUR flavour-much higher than 

any brigade in the 6th or 7th Divisions.,,9 It would seem that Brigadier Taylor, when 

forming his brigade, made an effort to staff it with officers whose training and education 

he approved and valued. 

If encouragement from Brigadier Taylor lent the officer contingent of the 2118th 

Battalion a "large SUR flavour", Lieutenant-Colonel Arthur Varley's own preference was 

for men from his own district and region, the north and north-western districts of New 

South Wales. Varley asked for and obtained permission to enlist men-including officers 

and non-commissioned officers (NCOs)-from the AIF training battalion at Tamworth, 

many of whom had previously served under him in the 35th Battalion (Militia) at Greta 

before they transferred to the AIF. As his Second-in-Command (2IC) he chose his friend, 

Major Charles Assheton, who was also from the district. He chose NCOs, most of whom 

had several years' training in the militia, from both Tamworth and Sydney. 10 

On 15 July, the 22nd Brigade launched the preliminary stage of the training 

programme that it had agreed on at the meeting in June. The 50 officers and 240 NCOs 

appointed to the three battalions began a school of instruction at Wall grove Camp on the 

7 Quoted in Chapman, Sydney University Regiment, p.265. 
8 Chapman, Sydney University Regiment, p.349. Chapman names John Edgley, 
"Sandy" Barrett (RMO), Ken Mosher, John Fuller, Arthur and Owen Davis, 
Charles O'Brien, Alan Loxton, Jock Pringle and Bill Richardson, Sydney University 
Regiment, p.349. 
9 Ibid., p.349. 
lOIn the city and big towns, tertiary students were advantaged in terms of 
appointments and promotion. Generally, in the country and small towns, those who 
had been able to advance in the militia were for the most part those who lived near 
drill halls, were in jobs that allowed time off, and were accustomed to writing and 
could thus complete written examinations. This meant that men such as school 
teachers, bankers and clerks in larger firms most likely to be officers. 
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outskirts of Sydney. When the troops arrived, they would embark on a course of 

individual and elementary training. The training programme, arranged as a syllabus and 

detailed in text books, was distributed to the NCOs and instructors. Its purpose was to 

standardise the level of training and efficiency across the whole brigade. The elementary 

course, the first stage of training, would run for three weeks. Brigadier Taylor had planned 

the training programme based on the experience he and his officers had gained during a 

three months' camp of the 5th Infantry Brigade the preceding year. A particular system or 

method of training, known as "the bull ring", would be used at all the stages from 

individual to battalion training. 

The 2118th Battalion was to be conventionally structured, comprising Battalion 

Headquarters, Headquarter Company and four infantry companies designated in turn A, B, 

C and D (Don) Companies. Battalion Headquarters was made up of the commanding 

officer (CO), his second-in-command (2IC), the adjutant (who was the CO's 

administrative assistant), the Intelligence Section (popularly known as I Section), the 

Regimental Aid Post (RAP) and the padre. The Intelligence section's role was to gather 

information, work out logistics and produce maps. The Regimental Aid Post included the 

Regimental Medical Officer (RMO), medical orderlies and stretcher bearers, the latter 

doubling as members of the battalion band. The Padre allocated to the 2118 Battalion was 

Anglican-his counterparts in the 2119th and 2/20th Battalions were respectively 

Presbyterian and Roman Catholic. Headquarter Company comprised the specialist 

platoons-Signals, Anti-Aircraft (Ack Ack), Mortars, Armoured Carriers, Pioneers 

(tradesmen) and Transport (MT) which included the quartermaster's staff responsible for 

food and supplies. 

A portrait of the men who filled the various positions may be drawn from a list 

preserved in the battalion archives. ii It details the particulars of A Company personnel 

from the battalion's inception (including those who had left the company for whatever 

11 2118th Infantry Battalion Association Archives, in possession of author. 
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reason and those who replaced them) but it is likely to be respresentative of the battalion 

as a whole. A Company was to number 216 altogether. The average age, according to the 

figures, was 25 years 9 months with 25% (or 55) of the men older than 30, and 48% (or 

105) 25 years or older. The youngest age listed is 20. 12 Only 28% (or 59 men) were 

married. Religious affiliation in the battalion generally reflected the society from which it 

came. Census figures for 1933 reveal that in New South Wales, 50% of the popUlation was 

Church of England, 24.3% Roman Catholic and 11.2 % Presbyterian while a variety of 

religions made up the remainder. 13 In the 2118th Battalion's A Company, 57% (or 125 

men) were Church of England, 21 % (or 45 men) were Roman Catholic, 12% (or 26 men) 

Presbyterian, while the remaining 10% comprised a sprinkling of Jews, Methodists and 

Congregationists. Most men worked in "blue-collar" jobs-l 06 men gave their occupation 

as either farm labourer, station hand, bushworker or labourer14
, while the range of 

tradesmen included, among others, textile workers, plasterers, drivers, strikers, 

compositors, plumbers, electricians, machinists, a sailor, a french polisher, a black smith, a 

lithographer and a hairdresser. "White-collar" occupations that were listed included a 

number of clerks, three school teachers, a metallurgist, a journalist, an accountant and a 

bank clerk. Ten men, of whom two were officers, listed their occupation as either graziers 

or farmers. 58 men, or just over one-quarter, gave a home address in Sydney. While the 

majority were from either NSW "country" or rural towns, a few came from Newcastle, 

Wollongong and interstate. 

12 Burfitt, Against All Odds, p.18. Burfitt states that the number of those serving 
who were under 20 years of age at enlistment is 30 but it was probably higher as 
men lied in order to be accepted; Colin Spence, interview, 3 May 2000. One 
member of9 Platoon was 16 years old. 
13 W.W. Phillips, "Religion", Raye Vamplew (ed), Australians: Historical 
Statistics, Broadway, NSW, 1987, p.421. 
I4When a man enlisted he sometimes altered the definition of his job so that it was 
not a reserved occupation. This would have inflated the number of farm labourers 
and bush workers over farmers and their sons. 
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Wallgrove 

On 24 July 1940, the 2/18th Battalion officially opened its headquarters at 

Wallgrove on the western outskirts of Sydney. Men who had enlisted in Sydney came 

directly to Wallgrove from the Day Boy centres (so named because local men could go 

home in the evenings after training) at Willoughby, Gladesville, North Sydney and the 

Sydney Showground in Paddington. They were drafted or drafted themselves into the 

different Battalions. Private Colin (Col) Spence had no particular preference. On arrival, 

he deposited his bag near one group and chose that battalion. "I will join the 18th because 

my gear's there. I am not going to cart it over to there," he declared. 15 On the other hand, 

Mervyn Blyth recalled that he and his brother Snowy specifically wanted the 2118th 

Battalion. "We were originally put into the 20th Battalion ... Major Fraser was in charge. 

We went up, my brother and I, and said, 'We were in the 18th Militia, can we go to the 

18th Battalion?,,16 The reasons that a man might choose the 2118th Battalion over the 

2/19th or 2/20th were perhaps not promising-a new battalion with no traditions could not 

induce immediate commitment and loyalty. Nevertheless, Varley was conscious of the 

lack of an esprit de corps and committed to encouraging its development. It is the 

recurring theme in his contributions to the battalion magazine Men May Smoke. 

Training of the new arrivals from the Sydney area had already begun when the 

largest single draft of 369 men arrived from Tamworth on 29 July. Easily identifiable in 

the records by their "40,000" numbers, the contingent of men who came to the 2118th 

Battalion by way of the Tamworth training depot ultimately numbered 561 of a total 

1323. 17 Men from other country areas travelled to Sydney to enlist. It was the country 

element, particularly that from the north and north-west region of New South Wales, that 

15 Colin Spence, interview, 3 May 2000. 
16 Mervyn Blyth, interview, 17 August 1999. 
17 Figures from Burfitt, Against All Odds, p.5, and checked against Company lists in 
Battalion Archives. 
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set the tone of the 2118th Battalion. "[These men] had spent most of their lives on the land, 

were fine types of rugged Australians, tanned brown by the sun, and well able to stand up 

to the rigorous training syllabus mapped out for them," enthused the battalion's historian in 

the first edition of the battalion magazine, Men May Smoke. IS His glowing appraisal of 

their potential as soldiers is an echo of CEW Bean, the Australian war correspondent and 

official historian from World War One, who asserted that "the Australian was half a 

soldier before the war".19 Bean argued that much of the work that was required of the 

soldier was already part of his experience of Australian country life. The work might be 

hard, dangerous or both. As such it necessitated the degree of resourcefulness and 

adaptability that had, traditionally, characterised the Australian bushman. This spirit of the 

"noble bushman" and the influence of the "outback" were, in the mid-twentieth century, 

integral to the Australian ethos.20 "The bush still sets the standard of personal efficiency 

even in the Australian cities," Bean had declared, thereby embracing the men from the city 

in his assessment of the quality of the Australian soldier.21 Bean needed to do so because, 

in highly urbanised Australia, the first AIF was, overwhelmingly, a "city" army.22 

James Burfitt argues that the homogeneity of the "country" men was such that, 

although "the recruits were divided between rural centres and the city, 60% to 40%,,,23 

most believed the country component to be far greater. A century and a half of rural 

settlement in Australia, portrayed in Australian poetry, song, prose, drawings, paintings 

and film, had produced an almost standardized image of the Australian bushman. Integral 

to that image was the bushman's toughness in physically demanding situations. The 

bushman-turned-soldier of 1940 appeared to demonstrate his bush heritage-in an all-

male world, he depended on his "mates", on their loyalty and comradeship; and, in 

demanding circumstances, he was capable, resourceful, adaptable and "tough". Men of the 

18 k Men May Smo e, VoLl, No.1, December 1940, p.5. 
19 Bean, Official History of Australia in the War of 1914-1918, Vol.l, p.44. 
20 Ward, Australian Legend, p.2l4. 
21 Bean, Official History of Australia in the War of 1914-1918, VoLl, p.46. 
22 Grey, Military History of Australia, p.91. 
23 Burfitt, Against All Odds, p.17. 
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2118th Battalion were aware of the countryman's tough image and concurred with it. 

Private Merton Short, a Sydney man, observed: 

Many ... come from the country and speak familiarly of places 

like Bulla Bulla, Canowindra, Bourke etc. Some used to move 

sheep across the country-drovers; others were trappers and 

axemen .... Only 300 (or about one-third) of this Battalion doesn't 

come from the country, which is why it is the toughest and best 

developed of the three battalions.24 

While Bean allowed that a city breeding, in emulating a country upbringing, provides as 

good potential soldier material as its counterpart, some difference between them was 

always apparent to the soldiers of 2118th Battalion. A recollection of Cliff Olsen, one of a 

group of city ex-Militia who trained at Tamworth before joining the 2118th Battalion as a 

Reinforcement, illustrates a cultural divide. 

The country boys were different. We were up at Tamworth. We 

were on a route march, about 20 of us ... We passed this mob of 

sheep ... and they were all up in the corner and a dog was 

worrying them. A nice kelpie dog. Well, us city blokes, we 

whistled the dog. It came up, it trotted up, we patted him. And 

Jack Draught was a country bloke. 25 Jackjust got it by the back 

legs and smashed it against the corner post and killed it. And we 

were going to kill him. But he was a country lad. And any dog 

who savages the sheep, you kill it. We didn't kill him but we 

could have. We called him everything, you know, and he just 

24 Merton Short, letter written at Bathurst to his family, undated, [probably 
December, 1940], Australian War Memorial PRO 1174. 
25 Jack Draught. His name has been changed. 
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told us, you know, a dog bites a sheep ... We could see his point 

of view. But he still killed that beautiful kelpie dog.26 

Olsen continued that perhaps the country men "were more self-reliant ... a bit tougher than 

the city boys. But they were just little differences.,,27 

Certainly many of the men from the north-west who joined the 2118th Battalion 

were "tough" and most had some experience of army life by the time they arrived at 

Wallgrove camp. Memories of the AIF camp at Tamworth included: 

"Straw paliasses; those bl-dy boots-blistered toes and heels-

methylated spirits and sticking plaster. On duty all night as spud 

barber. Reveille-those cold frosty morning ... Duties-Town 

Picquet-Weekend leave-Vaccination-Arms and flu-coughs 

and sore throats-lost voices.,,28 

Whilst the men had perhaps shaken down to army living conditions and each had some 

preliminary training (depending on how long he had been in camp), it was at Wall grove 

that general basic training began in earnest. 

Wallgrove Camp was cold and windy, and, as it did not rain, dusty. One soldier, 

writing for the Brigade magazine, reminisced about the dust: 

We began our march to soldierhood. Through clouds of dust-

b ... red dust. Dust that seemed to permeate all and everything. 

Dust that crept in between our blankets, into our hair, down our 

throats, finally robbing most of us of our voices. That dust I will 

remember till the day I die.29 

The troops suffered from colds, influenza, laryngitis, sore throats and pharyngitis. By day 

they were fully occupied by training schedules; at night they slept eight men to a tent. "If 

26 Cliff Olsen, interview, 30 May 2002. 
27 Ibid 
28 Men May Smoke, YoU, No.6, June 1941, unpaginated. 
29 On Guard, YoU, No.1, June 1941, p.19. 
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you woke up and there was nobody outside of you, you might have rolled outside. Then 1 

was in hospital yet again with this crook chest," Fred Harris recalled.30 Nevertheless, he 

had no regrets about having joined the army. Having left school at thirteen, he had worked 

as a dairy boy for three years. He lied about his age and enlisted at 17. "I had been more or 

less working as a slave in those days, back in the Depression, five shillings a week, seven 

days a week from four in the morning till dark. When 1 went into the army it was 35 

shillings a week and keep. And weekends off. So the army was pretty goOd.,,31 But for the 

older men, especially those who had left wives, families and homes behind for an 

indefinite period, the conditions prevailing at Wallgrove must have been testing. Various 

societies organised concerts, cinemas and other free entertainments in an effort to make 

the conditions in camp more pleasant but it was the weekend leave-granted from 1.00pm 

on Saturday until midnight on Sunday-that offered real relief. 

And so a new set of memories emerged from Wallgrove. 

Marching from Rooty Hill-those kit bags-getting settled in -

First Bn. Parade-meeting our officers ... 'THE BULL RING'-

fire practice-issues-felt hats-rifles-webbing-weekend 

leave ... 32 

Men were sorted into companies, platoons and sections. They met their company officers 

and plunged into the "bull ring". 

The Army used the bull ring method of training to drill men in skills and 

techniques. Men in squads of about ten under one instructor learned and practised a skill 

or technique before moving on to another instructor and another skill or technique, and 

thereby worked round an imaginary circle, the "bull ring". The basic training done in the 

bull ring was repetitious, often boring and occasionally unnecessary. Alan Loxton 

remembered, "There was an insane lesson we had to teach these blokes-how to use a 

30 Fred Harris, interview, 12 December 2000. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Men May Smoke, Yol.l, No.6, June 1941, unpaginated. 
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pick and shovel. .. These blokes had worked on roads and there we were on the parade 

ground at Wall grove teaching pick and shovel drill.,,33 As well as the elementary training, 

the troops drilled on the parade ground, went on route marches and did physical training 

(PT). Within Companies "tent competitions" ensured that the tents and lines were kept 

clean and orderly. Rifles were issued on 8 August and rifle drill was instituted. The 

absence of officers and NCOs who were at training courses caused disruption, but the 

knowledge and experience they gained was, according to the battalion magazine, deemed 

to compensate for the inconvenience.34 The speed of progress in the battalion was both 

unrelenting and demanding but the sense of accomplishment contributed to a growing 

communal pride.35 As one soldier wrote: 

Yet all the time we were moving slowly forward, step by 

step ... Individuals sorted, graded, moulded, shaped. Each in turn 

taking his place in the cavalcade of khaki. Civil identities slowly 

faded. Butchers, bakers, clerks, farmers and labourers became 

d· 36 19gers ... 

Promotion to lance-corporal in those early days when all the enlisted men were 

equal depended upon a man showing initiative in training. An instructor was teaching 

Spence's group "the lying load"-that is, a technique that specified first, how to get down, 

and then, how to load the bullets when lying down. The approved method for the first part 

was to place one hand on the ground while holding the rifle up with the other, and then to 

kick the heels up in the air and fall flat. This method could cause injury from rocks or 

stones and the instructor suggested a safer alternative. One should put one's hand forward 

to the ground, step back, then lie down. Later, when another instructor advised the men on 

the former method, Spence suggested the alternative. "In those early days we still believed 

the Army would appreciate our ideas and advice. We wanted to help," Spence 

33 Alan Loxton, interview, 27 August 1999. 
34 Men May Smoke, YoU, No.1, December 1940, p.5. 
35 Men May Smoke, Vol.I, No.3, February 1941, unpaginated. 
36 On Guard, Vol.I, No.1, June 1941, p.19. 
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remembered. 37 The second instructor saw the merit of the suggestion and approved the 

method. Major Davis, OC A Company (Coy), who had observed the group, ordered 

Spence to report to him at the bottom of the hill where he joined a number of men 

similarly ordered. Davis told them that they had been selected for promotion. Spence's 

response of "Not me!" earned his immediate dismissal from the group. (Those who 

remained were all promoted. Spence said disapprovingly, "Some of them were the greatest 

no-hopers.") Spence later became Major Davis's runner. 38 

Ingleburn 

On 16 August 1940 the Brigade moved to Ingleburn, south-west of Sydney, where 

the individual and elementary training syllabus was completed. Training now focused on 

section, platoon and company work. The troops had been allocated to the four infantry 

companies and into platoons at Wallgrove. At Ingleburn the specialist platoons-Signals, 

Anti-aircraft (Ack Ack), Mortars, Carriers, Pioneers (tradesmen) and Transport (which 

included the quartermaster's staff who were responsible for food and supplies) combined 

to form Headquarter Company. 

Privates Mervyn Blyth and his brother, Arthur (Snow) Blyth, volunteered for the 

Mortar Platoon. "Originally my brother and I were in A Company. At Ingleburn they 

formed the Mortar Platoon. And I was in the Mortars in the Militia so I thought, 'I'll go 

into the Mortars.' My brother said, 'I'll go into the Mortars with you. ,39 At Ingleburn the 

Mortar Platoon met its officer, Lieutenant John Fuller. Blyth remembered: 

He was this young medical student, naive, so pure. It was 

unbelievable, you know, that a man who was younger than 90% 

of us was in charge of all these roughnecks. We had some from 

the bush. All types. We thought, God, how are we going to go 

37 Colin Spence, interview, 3 May 2000. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Mervyn Blyth, interview, 17 August 1999. 
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with this bloke? He was so pure, He wouldn't swear, He didn't 

drink ... 40 

Nevertheless, Fuller's task was certainly made easier by the fact that he had played first 

grade rugby and that his team, Sydney University, had won the competition the previous 

year. He was the battalion's Sports Officer. Both positions, given the national love of 

sport, were likely to be respected by a group of young, fit men. The Mortar Platoon solved 

its problem with its lieutenant on a route march: 

If you were swearing, he threatened to put you on a charge sheet 

for swearing. And we said, 'We've got to do something about 

this.' So we went out on a route march or something like that and 

the whole platoon sang: 

'Shit bugger damn 

Some bloody bastard 

Has pinched my pram!' 

He couldn't put the whole lot of us on the charge. He took it well. 

He gave in.41 

While in Australia, the Mortar Platoon under Fuller and the Ack Ack Platoon under 

Lieutenant Jack Carey remained under strength with only twenty or so men in each. The 

two platoons often joined together during exercises and training, thereby widening 

knowledge and relationships beyond a single platoon. In time, Headquarter Company 

personnel came to know, usually by name and at least by sight, every man in the battalion 

as they, in their different sections, were attached from time to time to the different infantry 

companies. On the other hand, infantrymen generally tended to know best only the men 

from their own companies. 

40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid. 
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Lieutenant Alan Loxton was also twenty and SUR-trained but he had not played 

first grade football. He felt somewhat daunted when he faced his platoon for the first time 

at W allgrove: 

It was a Monday. These blokes arrived having slept or not slept 

all night on a rough train coming down from Tamworth. They 

marched out from Wallgrove Railway Station ... And they were 

pretty rough and ready blokes. I was given a platoon, 15 Platoon. 

I stood in front of that platoon and I thought: 'What have I got?' 

And they looked at me and thought: 'What the hell have we been 

given?' I was a baby. I was 20 and 3 months. I was very 

fair. .. They called me 'Goldilocks' .42 

Lieutenant George Warden, OC 8 Platoon, was another twenty year old who was 

acceptable to his men. Of him, Spence said: 

He never worried about rank. He was just in charge. He had to 

see things done. When you see that in a fellow, well, you help 

him get it done. He just said what needed to be done. And you 

knew that that was what you had to do.43 

Warden's age did not worry his men. Spence continued: 

He didn't let it worry him. He didn't acknowledge that he was 

young. He just knew he was young and we knew we were older. 

Our average age in the company was 28 when we sailed. I was 

28, 29. But he just fitted in.44 

For the older lieutenants, facing one's platoon for the first time was probably an easier 

task. It is vital that the officer has the respect of his platoon and in the days of their early 

42 Alan Loxton, interview, 27 August 1999. 
43 Colin Spence, interview, 3 May 2000. 
44 Ibid. 
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training in New South Wales (certainly as they are recalled in Men May Smoke which at 

all times promotes the official line), it seems that the men of the 21lSth did, generally, 

respect their platoon officers. 

The Battalion was at Ingleburn Camp for two and a half months. From that time a 

new set of memories emerged: 

Formation of Band-Nine Days Leave-the Sydney March-

Advanced training-toughening up-rumours of another 

move-Four days Leave-Bathurst.45 

From Ingleburn accumulated leave was granted, on the first occasion, for nine days. The 

troops wasted no time in vacating the camp. Leisure time while on Leave was easily 

occupied-there were hotels, cinemas and other entertainments in Sydney for those who 

did not go home. But leisure time in any institution needs to be occupied. Men in the army 

attended concerts organised for their benefit, played in or watched sporting games, wrote 

letters, yarned with each other, played cards, chess and other games; and, in fine 

Australian tradition, they gambled. Crown and Anchor, a dice and board game, was the 

most popular. It was at Ingleburn that Private Sam ('Oregon') Barlow learned to play: 

There was a picture show on that night so I thought I would go, 

but on my way I ran into some chaps playing Crown and 

Anchor. I watched for a while and thought it would be easy to 

beat this game. All you have to do is keep doubling up on your 

money or last win. It did not work that way as I finished up 

without enough to go to the pictures.46 

Within a week of their arrival at the camp, brass instruments and a drum were received 

from Ordnance, a circumstance that caused Private Joe Forsyth much frustration. He had 

played the drum in a pipe band for a couple of years before enlisting in the AIF. At 

45 Men May Smoke, YoU, No.6, June 1941, unpaginated. 
46 S.A. ("Oregon") Barlow, unpublished manuscript, A WM MSS 1446, unpaginated. 
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Tamworth camp the men had greatly appreciated his beating them in to camp, even if he 

was unaccompanied by a proper band, after route marches and exercises. "It was a mistake 

telling them 1 could play when 1 joined," he remembered.47 At Wallgrove he had played 

the drums in the combined pipe band of the 21lSth and 211 9th Battalions-on one 

memorable occasion, the band had played at Brigadier Taylor's wedding at Manly in 

Sydney. Now, at Ingleburn, Forsyth had earned his position as one of the two drummers in 

the new 21lSth Battalion brass band but, he said, "I did not join up for that. 1 wanted to get 

into the Mortar Platoon but there wasn't a vacancy.,,48 So he remained in the band. 

General Gordon Bennett was to demonstrate an understanding for the plight of men such 

as Forsyth when he remarked: "The difficulty is not in obtaining instruments, but in 

obtaining bandsmen. Men want to join up as fighting soldiers and have not been keen to 

become bandsmen. ,,49 

Meanwhile, the band played its new instruments and the troops' marching 

immediately and noticeably improved while, after manoeuvres, the march back to camp 

for fatigued men became easier. 

A highlight of the Ingleburn period was the Sth Division's March Through 

Sydney on 6 October. The march also included various support troops and some Air 

Force. Of the march, Harris said: 

We marched through Sydney. Six thousand. I remember them 

giving us a couple of lumps of sugar. I always remember that. It 

must have been to give us a bit of energy to march. I can always 

47 Joe Forsyth, interview, 26 July, 2000. 
48 Ibid. 

49 Sydney Morning Herald, 5 October 1940, p.13. 
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8TH DIVISION AIF: 

THE MARCH THROUGH SYDNEY 

5 OCTOBER 1940 

Source: 2/18th Infantry Battalion Archives, 
in possession of author 
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remember the crowds, and the cheering back in those days. The 

war going. We felt so proud. 50 

Brigadier Taylor's pleasure in the occasion and pride in his Brigade was revealed in his 

words, 'Well done, boys,' spoken to his troops as they passed him on their return. 51 

General Bennett, too, was pleased by his division's performance and took the opportunity 

to assess the men's training to date. He remarked: "1 think that the reason they are 

probably better than the old AIF is that many of their senior officers are original AIF men 

who know from their own experience how troops should be trained.,,52 When a man 

enlisted in the Second AIF, he probably hoped that he might prove worthy of his 

predecessors in the earlier war, but Bennett's words point to a divergence at the outset in 

the respective development of each force. The Second AIF was not to be and, indeed, 

could not have been a carbon copy of the First. Johnston has recently argued that the awe 

felt by the men of the Second AIF, when they enlisted, for the exploits and achievements 

of the First AIF faded with the reality of their own experiences. 53 Ultimately, he suggests 

that they would lose interest in the traditions of the Great War altogether, not from lack of 

respect but from their lack of relevance.54 

Among the marching troops were mixed feelings. Pride in what they had achieved 

was tempered by relief that the march had ended: 

There was many an aching arm caused by rifles at the slope with 

the added weight of the fixed bayonet. It is surprising how much 

difference there is in a rifle at the slope with and without a fixed 

bayonet.55 

50 Fred Harris, interview, 12 December 2000. 
5! Mullins, Birth o/a Battalion: A History o/the 2118th Battalion, unpaginated. 
52 Sydney Morning Herald, 5 October 1940, p.13. 
53 Johnston, The Front Line, p.76. 
54 Ibid., p.77. 
55Mull ins, Birth of a Battalion: A History of the 2118th Battalion, unpaginated. 
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The March through Sydney marked a turning point in the 211Sth Battalion's history. 

Afterwards, the men "seemed to take a new interest in their work and a greater pride in 

their unit".56 It was their own acknowledgement of what they had achieved both 

individually and collectively. 

The main business of the Battalion, however, was advanced training for the war to 

which it owed its existence. The pace of training was unrelenting. "The Colonel was a 

hard taskmaster and was pushing us to the hilt, in fact to the extent of being 

unreasonable," commented Private Merv Mullins.57 He qualified this criticism by adding, 

"What made the Colonel a good CO was that, although he was a tough and demanding 

officer, he understood men and was prepared to compromise.,,58 Harris recalled the work 

the men did. "Mostly, Ingleburn was going out and attacking in sections and platoons. 

And at night, doing night manoeuvres. We did manoeuvres into the countryside, being out 

for two or three days, sleeping OUt.,,59 The battalion was "toughening up"-the men's 

fitness was tested by the Mad Minute, which was a veritable obstacle course in which 

skills and fitness were tested to the limit. "Full gear, your rifle, you would be running, 

stabbing, jabbing over logs and things like, stopping and bayonetting, hitting the ground, 

getting up-it probably took longer.,,6o 

In the months at Ingleburn the companies, platoons and sections became fixed and 

(barring accidents, illnesses, promotions and transfers) unchanging. Officers and men 

came to know each other well. Relationships among officers, between officers and men, 

and among the men themselves were cemented and strengthened. As the men's 

competence increased so too did a corresponding confidence and pride in themselves as a 

unit. This new awareness was central to the battalion's growing esprit de corps that was so 

important to the men's morale and to their ultimate effectiveness. Initiatives undertaken at 

56 Battalion diarist in Men May Smoke, Vol.l, No.3, February 1941, unpaginated. 
57 Mullins, Birth of a Battalion: A History of the 2118th Battalion, unpaginated. 
58 Ibid. 

59 Fred Harris, interview, 12 December 2000. 
60 Ibid. 
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battalion level-the March through Sydney, the promotion of sports teams, the 

organisation of concerts and plans for the launching of a Battalion magazine-certainly 

contributed to the men's identification with their battalion.61 Nevertheless, the core of the 

battalion spirit, though it was still new and untested, was, according to Burfitt, "the co-

operative will of all of its members united under the firm, yet popular, leadership of 

Arthur Varley,,62 

Bathurst 

On 6 November 1940 the 22nd Brigade moved from Ingleburn to Bathurst. "By then we 

were real soldiers," Harris said.63 The men had completed their basic training and were 

now waiting and eager to go overseas. From Bathurst a host of new memories emerged: 

That march through the moonlight from Kelso-was it ten miles 

or twenty?-short rations for our first meal-training-the pipe 

line-Arunta Khan-Mendooran, Fish River etc.64-rumours-

identification discs-goon trousers and tunic-final leave at 

last-Last day in camp-entraining at daybreak-on our way at 

last.65 

The march through the moonlight from Kelso railway station into Bathurst was, in fact, 

only seven miles but the troops, laden with full equipment, found it taxing. So too was 

what the battalion historian euphemistically called the "light meal" that greeted them on 

arrival at the camp. It was the first of a number of inadequate and badly cooked meals 

served there. Blyth remembered: 

61 Men May Smoke was initiated by Varley and produced by men who, in their 
civilian life, were in publishing and printing. Sergeant Otto Ziegler was the editor, 
its compositors Privates L.W. Falvey and N.J. O'Grady. 
62 Burfitt, Against All Odds, p.12. 
63 Fred Harris, interview, 12 December 2000. 
64 Arunta Khan, Mendooran and Fish River were battalion exercises undertaken by 
the 2118th Battalion at Bathurst. 
65 Men May Smoke, Vol.l, No.6, June 1941, unpaginated. 
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You would get this blooming bully beef hash-on trays-with 

the potato and the tomato sauce. It was pretty dreadful. Even by 

rough standards. We were getting this pretty regularly. And the 

fellows got a bit jack of it. A lot of the trouble was with the 

cooks-they would go and get drunk. They were shocking 

drunks. They were mostly shearers' cooks. Really rough. They 

had enlisted. But they would get drunk. Normally the shearers' 

food was not too bad because the shearers would jack up. But 

our cooks they would get drunk and they would just slap a meal 

down.66 

The officers listened to the men's complaints, judged them to be justified and matters 

noticeably improved. 

Varley, from the outset, had sought "to make the 2118th the best Unit in the 

AIF,,67 through rigorous training but its members were impatient to finish training and go 

overseas. Nevertheless, memories generally of their time in Bathurst were pleasant ones. 

Mac Cottee recalls that, from a social point of view, "Bathurst was great, with friendly 

people," and that, although he himself did not patronise it, Bathurst Camp had one of the 

first wet canteens.68 Harris remembered mid-week evening leave passes. Moreover, 

families and friends of both officers and soldiers flocked to Bathurst, creating a holiday 

atmosphere. 

From a military point of view, the training carried out at Bathurst consisted of 

routine exercises.69 Certainly it was demanding. Short described the return home after a 

three day "stunt": 

66 Mervyn Blyth, interview, 18 August 1999. 
67 Mrs A. Varley, Men May Smoke, Final Edition, June 1948, p.86. 
68 F.M.(Mac) Cottee, unpublished manuscript, copy in possession of author, p.33. 
69 Battalion diarist, Men May Smoke Vol.l, No.3, February 1941. 
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The band was almost too tired to play us home (as is usual when 

nearly in camp). The march home was a shortcut of 10 miles but 

it meant climbing innumerable hills and crawling through sundry 

barbed-wire fences and it's not so easy with hooks and buttons 

and haversacks etc to catch in the wire at the moment when you 

think you are through. Furthermore the boots kept slipping on 

the dry grassy slopes which meant more energy being expended 

as the feet slipped back at every step. 

But the training was also challenging, interesting and varied/owith inter-company as well 

as a number of field exercises at Brigade level that are remembered as the Arunta Khjan, 

Fish river and Mendooran exercises. The Bathurst countryside offered other 

entertainments besides those that were merely military: 

We had rabbit drives, driving hundreds [of rabbits] into eroded 

creeks where we bayoneted dozens. The Fish River, where we 

had a big five-day exercise, was also very low. The chaps chased 

quite big trout into shallow water where they caught them by 

hand after whacking them with sticks ... 71 

Yet another experience was the construction of a trench system across the open paddocks. 

Presumably it was based on First World War principles. The men were generally 

unenthusiastic. Merton Short described the scene: 

Today we did some trench digging for a change. Our brigade is 

digging a complete system and is churning up the green 

countryside with ugly heaps of dirt and snake like trenches. We 

didn't even have the satisfaction of digging up our own trenches -

it was someone else's. Naturally we didn't strain ourselves and 

70 Burfitt, Against All Odds, p.23-24. 
7\ Mac Cottee, unpublished manuscript, copy in possession of the author, p.33. 
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THE BATTALION'S DEPARTURE FROM BATHURST 

Source: Photograph album belonging to the Fuller family, in possession of author. 
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this evening, when we returned to camp after 3 hours, there was 

mighty little difference in the job. I suppose when we're finished 

we'll have to fill it in again.72 

He surmised correctly. Fred Harris recalled: "As soon as they dug it all, they filled it in.,,73 

Impatience to be gone gave way to speculation about where they would go. While most 

men assumed that they would go to the Middle East, the first edition of Men May Smoke 

suggested other possibilities. An article, entitled "Places We Might Visit" proposes 

Malaya. Although the article claimed the suggestion was based on "the glorious 

uncertainty of the war, at least as far as the AIF is concerned", it stressed that Singapore 

was "a most important strategic naval base of the Empire.,,74 

Christmas Leave was granted and rumours abounded that it was Final Leave. 

Meanwhile, Forsyth's efforts to extricate himself from the band had continued somewhat 

disastrously. He recalled: 

I nearly got court martialled. Then Major Fraser, who was in 

charge of Headquarter Company at Bathurst said, 'Do us a 

favour, Joe. Play at the [officers'] Old Year Out New Year In 

Ball.' He talked me into it. I think that saved me from the court 

martial. Then a vacancy occurred in the Mortars. I went in and I 

was out of the band after that. 75 

It was not until 6 January that Varley was advised the battalion should prepare to go 

overseas. Charles Assheton, Varley's Second-in-command (2IC), was responsible for the 

organization of the move, the practices for which were painstakingly thorough and often 

tedious. Its smooth execution, however, when it finally occurred, earned the men's praise. 

72 Merton Short, letter, undated, AWM PR01174. 
73 Fred Harris, interview, 12 December 2000. 
74 Men May Smoke, VoL 1 , No.1, December 1940, pp.l 0-11. 
75 Joe Forsyth, interview, 26 July 2002. 
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Sea kits and identity disks were issued. Final Leave was granted-three or four times, 

according to Blyth.76 Private Keith Forsyth viewed with disfavour the coarse string on his 

"dogtags". He spent his last hours of Leave and "two quid on a decent silver chain".77 His 

was an action that the War Graves Commission would have applauded after the war-so 

many strings had rotted and dog tags were lost. 

On 31 January 1941 an advance party that comprised the 1 st and 2nd 

Reinforcement Companies, 60 men to each company, departed from Sydney on board the 

Dutch ships Teggleburg and Royce. The officers and men were actually drawn from the 

21lSth Battalion and would be reabsorbed into the battalion on their reunion. Another 

small group also left Bathurst at this time. In Sydney, it boarded a transport ship, HTQX 

which had been, until quite recently, the luxury liner, HMS Queen Mary. Corporal Frank 

Adams recalled: 

I was on the advance party on the Mary. The idea was to put us 

on the 'Mary so we would know our way about and when the 

troops came on we could take them to their quarters. But I don't 

think I knew where I was on the Mary at any time. It used to take 

me all my time to find the cabin I was in.78 

Finally, on 2 February, 211Sth Battalion vacated its last Australian camp. 

The battalion historian records that in December 1940, while the battalion was in Bathurst, 

"little of importance happened. ,,79 Nevertheless, it was during this period that the battalion 

moulded itself into a single unit, when its own members recognised that they looked 

beyond their own section and company to identify with the battalion itself. Ginty Pearson 

believed that this sense of identity had as much to do with organised recreational sport as 

inter-company and brigade exercises: "Inter-company sport-football matches, 

76 Mervyn Blyth, interview, 17 August 1999. 
77 Keith Forsyth, interview, 25 July 2000. 
78 Frank Adams, interview, 20 August, 2002. 
79 Men May Smoke, Yol.l, No.4, April 1941, p.2. 
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THE MORTAR PLATOON ON ITS WAY TO WAR FEBRUARY 1941 

Source: Part of this photograph appeared in a Sydney newspaper but this full 
length copy is in a Fuller family photograph album, in possession of author. 
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cricket matches and all that. That's how you got to know one another."so The battalion 

was also immensely proud of its team of "rough riders", those men who had achieved 

national fame for their skills with horses and cattle. When the 2/18th Battalion AIF left 

Australia that essential esprit de corps, so painstakingly sought by the battalion's 

commanding officer, was very much in evidence. Among the surviving members, it is still 

evident in the year 2005. 

Orderly and efficient as was the battalion's transfer from Bathurst Camp, the 

men's excitement was irrepressible. Many shaved heads hung out of the train windows at 

the stations. Platoon commanders took pains to hide from their men in case the men 

decided that their hair should be cut too.S1 Oregon Barlow remembered the excitement of 

the train journey to Sydney. "The train gave a cock-a-doodle-do at each station so the 

people would know there was troops on final leave on board. "S2 

HTQX 

From Darling Harbour the troops were ferried to the great ship which was 

camouflaged in dull grey and renamed, simply, HTQX. With the exception of the 

comparatively small advance party, the entire 22nd Brigade and a host of supporting units 

boarded the ship as well some Divisional personnel. 22nd Brigade comprised Brigade 

Headquarters, the 2/18th, 2119th and 2/20th Battalions. In support were 211 Oth Field 

Regiment and 211 Oth Field Company as well as a host of other units among which were 

the 211 Oth Australian General Hospital (AGH), the 2/9th Field Ambulance as well as, 

among others, a dental unit, a postal unit, a field bakery and an ordinance store.S3 

The ship's upper decks still retained many of their palatial and opulent 

appointments. The men of the 2/18th Battalion were pleased to find that the cabins on B 

and C decks had been allocated to them. The 2119th and 2/20th Battalions, located on 

80 Ginty Pearson, quoted in Burfitt, Against All Odds, p.24. 
81 John Fuller, conversation with the author, 1990. 
82 Oregon Barlow, manuscript, A WM MSS 1446, unpaginated. 
83 Wigmore, Japanese Thrust, p.60n. 
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lower decks, were less fortunate. At the back of the ship an enormous lounge, stretching 

from one side of the ship to the other, open at each side, had been designated the wet 

canteen. More than five thousand men were fed in enormous dining rooms in three 

sessions, officers in a separate dining room. There were two swimming pools, one 

reserved for officers' use only. The main foyer on C deck was used for picture shows and 

concerts. 

Despite the secrecy that was supposed to shroud the movement of troopships, the 

ship was a magnet on Sydney Harbour. She lay at anchor circled by a flotilla of small 

craft. Each contained families and friends of the men and they often dressed so that their 

men could recognise them. Fuller's family wore his football jerseys, while Mervyn and 

Snowy Blyth's parents waved enormous dahlias. Men May Smoke reported that Charley 

Crowley of D Company had to put on his army hat as it was obvious that his friends who 

were cruising round and round the ship could not recognise his shaved head!84 

On the afternoon of 5 February 1941, the ship sailed from Sydney Harbour in a 

convoy of troopships. Sailing through Sydney Heads was, for many of the men, a deeply 

emotional experience: 

We will always remember that day, of the thoughts that arose in 

the minds of those of us who stayed on the stern and watched the 

land we so dearly loved disappear from view. 85 

Their destination was still a matter for conjecture. Fuller only learned that their destination 

was Malaya when the ship reached the tropics. Other members of the mortar platoon were 

already certain. In Keith Forsyth's words: 

Alec Durant was Colonel Varley's batman. He was a good mate 

of Ralph Dixson and Col Thorburn. Alex Durant said, 'This map 

84 Men May Smoke, VoLl, No.3, February 1941, unpaginated. 
85 Mullins, Birth of a battalion: History of the 2118th Battalion, unpaginated. 
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that's there. The only thing I see up there is from Malaya to 

India.' So we took that on, that it was Malaya. 86 

When the soldiers learned that their destination was Malaya, many felt keen 

disappointment. They were going to a peaceful, colonial backwater located in the exotic 

Far East, far from the war. Most men, despite their disappointment, were philosophical. 

The troops did not expect to fight in Malaya. It was merely a delay before they moved to 

the Middle East. Meanwhile, there would be much to interest them in an Asian country. 

The voyage took almost two weeks. The officers instituted what training and drill 

that could be carried out in the limited space available. Early in the voyage Fuller reported 

to his parents that, "Training goes on all day on the decks. There is Physical and 

Recreational Training, Bayonet and Gas Respirator drill, Squad drill and Weapon 

Instruction going on all the time.,,87 

Officers led a privileged existence on board. Their private swimming pool was 

available to them at any time. Their meals, served in their own dining room, were 

superh-"I had poultry for dinner every day, sixteen days in succession," wrote a 

delighted Fuller. 88 They attended dances with the nurses-although "a man had to be at 

least a major to do any good with the nurses".89 They also attended lectures daily and the 

junior officers were introduced to the joys of censoring their men's and each other's 

letters, a tedious and unrewarding task that was endlessly irritating. 

That 2118th Battalion enjoyed the voyage is without doubt. Lieutenant George 

McLaughlin wrote: 

It is very hard to convince yourself that this is not a pleasure 

cruise. Looking at our surroundings, you would never dream 

86 Keith Forsyth, interview, 25 July 2000. 
87 John Fuller, an entry in his diarised photograph album, Vol.l, beside a dinner 
menu dated February 1941. 
88 Ibid. 

89 John Fuller, an entry in his diarised photography album, Vol.l, beside a 
photograph captioned "Major at work". 
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there was a war on. The boys are asking, "How long have these 

wars been going on?" They are all smoking tailor made 

cigarettes at about 1/10d for 50 and drinking beer at 1/- per 

quart. Not all day you know-the canteen is only open for a 

short time each afternoon and night.90 

The wet canteen's opening times forced the drinking men to show initiative. A man might 

wish to queue only once in a session and there was no limit on the quantity that he could 

he served. Ginty Pearson and his mates devised a system: 

We had a big prune tin. I suppose it would hold about four or 

five gallons ... But we had enough to have one and a half dixies 

each. Two would go in the line. They would get it filled. When 

they came out two of the other blokes would get in the line while 

the others drank it and then two more would get in the line.91 

A dixie contained more than a quart. Beer, however, was not the only available sustenance 

on board. Blyth remembered, "We got friendly with the stewards and we would get a big 

dixie full of icecream for sixpence. And we'd get other things, little goodies that they 

could scrounge from the kitchen.,,92 

Despite its size, the ship had limited space for more than 5,000 men. It was 

inevitable that the troops would lose their peak fitness. As much as possible was done to 

keep them interested and occupied. To this end, the entertainment committee organized a 

boxing tournament in an improvised ring on the Boatdeck aft. The 2118th Battalion won 

two of the championships-Lieutenant Ken Mosher's batman, Jimmy Darlington, easily 

won the heavyweight competition, Archie Davey the Featherweight. The 2118th Battalion 

took great pride in their champions. Moreover, the committee organised footrace 

competitions-l 00 yard sprints along the decks that were usually won by Private Jack 

90 George McLaughlin, letter to his wife, 9 February 1941. 
91 Ginty Pearson, interview, 22 May 2001. 
92 Mervyn Blyth, interview, 17 August 1999. 
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THE BOXING TOURNAMENT ABOARD HTQX 

Source: John Fuller's diarised photograph album Volume 1. 
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Trimmingham, the battalion's champion sprinter. It arranged concerts and films that were 

held in the ship's cinemas. Moreover, Otto Zeigler, editor of Men May Smoke, produced 

the third edition of the battalion magazine and a daily news sheet, the QX Express, as well. 

Men wrote letters or simply talked among themselves. On the other hand, regulations 

enumerated in the Ship's Standing Orders explicitly forbade particular activities to which 

men might be prone. They were not to spit anywhere and particularly not in the swimming 

pool areas. As well, they should not smoke in proscribed areas or loiter anywhere. They 

were not to ride in the lifts or go to areas that were out of bounds. Buying items from the 

crew and, indeed, fraternisation of any sort with the crew, was forbidden. They were not to 

take liquor from the wet canteen; they were not to be drunk; and they were not to 

gamble.93 Such regulations were often and even generally flouted but it was the men's 

gambling that roused the most senior officers on board to action. 

Men gambled on anything. Cottee recalled, "We used to bet on the lifts as to 

whether they were lieutenants, colonels or nurses. There would always be someone on 

each floor giving the odds on who would get out of the lift.,,94 Crown and Anchor and 

Two-Up were rife. In one of his first letters home, Fuller wrote, "[Gambling] is now 

forbidden and in its stead we have organised housie-housie for them ... ".95 The men 

ignored the housie-housie and the senior officers ordered that all gambling stop forthwith. 

Responsibility for stopping it devolved onto twenty year old Fuller who described 

the action he took in his next letter. "The other night I was put in charge of a picket and 

was told to stop all gambling in the men's wet canteen. What ajob! I picked twelve of the 

biggest and best fighters in the unit and down we went.,,96 Blyth was one of those chosen 

bodyguards. He remembered: "We thought, my God, these buggers might drop us 

93 2118th Battalion War Diary, Ship's Standing Orders, Chapter 3, Discipline, p.ll, 
A WM 52 8/3/18; http://www.awm.gov.au/database/awm52/8x3xI8.htm. 
94 Mac Cottee, interview, 19 June 2001. 
95 John Fuller, letter to his parents, 7 February 1941. "Housie housie" was another 
name for the game "Bingo". 
96 Ibid., 15 February 1941. 
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overboard.,,97 At no stage in his preparations did Fuller or any of those involved minimise 

the risk of danger to themselves. At Fuller's request, the different company commanders 

of the 2118th Battalion supplied their biggest, strongest and most reliable men-he would 

not allow the effort to be that of the Mortar platoon alone. 

Fuller called for attention, told the men to put their boards and counters away and 

that he would return in ten minutes to see that it was done. On his return, it was "No 

change. Everything roaring.,,98 A second chance was also ignored. He ordered his 

bodyguard, each carrying a bayonet and scabbard, to fan out from beside him, to stay 

close to him. In his own words, "I walked through that place, then I grabbed Crown and 

Anchor boards right, left and centre-I must have had about twelve of them-and walked 

straight out on the deck and put the lot over the side ... It was one of the most terrible 

things I've had to do because I could have been thrown over board.,,99 In his letter home, 

Fuller wrote, "The boys, half full, were very wild and objected to their games being 

stopped. It was a very tight corner for a while ... ,,100 Blyth recalled that, "The mood was 

pretty angry. John settled it down. He said, 'Orders are orders, and that's it.' So it all went 

well. We got through that. And it stopped ... They just went back to drinking. That was the 

main pastime.,,101 The presence of Fuller's bodyguard might have checked a spontaneous 

violent reaction but, nevertheless, the anger quickly evaporated. Six months of intensive 

training ensured a philosophical obedience to orders together with an understanding that 

Fuller and his bodyguard were also operating under orders. Discipline was not lacking in 

the 22nd Brigade. 

The order to stop all gambling had emanated from the most senior officer on 

board, an 8th Division staff officer, Artillery Commander Major-General 

97 Mervyn B lyth, interview, 17 August 1999. 
98 John Fuller, interview with James Burfitt, Sydney, 1989, copy of the transcript in 
possession of author. 
99 Ibid. 
1 00 John Fuller, letter to his parents, 15 February 1941. 
101 Mervyn B lyth, interview, 17 August 1999. 
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C.A.Callaghan. 102 Fuller believed that his own CO had at no stage been in favour of 

stopping the gambling and that, after it was stopped, Varley made representations to 

Callaghan. Within a few hours, the restriction on Two-Up was lifted. Fuller's letter 

continued: "We eventually cooled things down and got permission for them to play two-

up. You have no idea how attached they are to two-up. They play it all day long. They win 

and lose pounds. One lad won £ 115 the other night. Hauls of £50 or more are not 

uncommon.,,103 

Malaya 

In the Indian Ocean, the ship parted from the convoy and proceeding without 

escort, arrived in Singapore on 18 February 1941. At 9.30 pm the 2118th Battalion 

disembarked-only the Motor Transport Platoon under Lieutenant Bert Crago remained 

behind-and marched straight to the nearby train station where they boarded a waiting 

train. Blyth remembered: 

The carriages were for natives. The seats were just wooden, like 

a wooden platform sort of thing that you sat on. There was no 

armrest or anything like that. It was very very basic. It had a 

roof. But hot! The humidity and the heat! No back rests. It was 

shocking. And it was a fair trip up there to Bagan Pinang.104 

Fuller observed that "the officers had better carriages than the men. I think that sort of 

thing looks bad and is not appreciated by the Australians.,,)05 

Warned not to eat native fare, the men largely refused the efforts of native food 

vendors who appeared at the stations along the way. Cottee remembered: 

102 John Fuller, interview with James Burfitt, Sydney, 1989, copy of the transcript 
in possession of author. 
103 John Fuller, letter to his parents, 15 February 1941. 
104 Mervyn Blyth, interview, 17 August 1999. 
105 John Fuller, letter to his parents, 20 February 1941. 
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We were told we weren't to eat fruit, nothing of native food, and 

we were going up (through Malaya) and on every little railway 

station they would be trading there with beautiful fruit but no, we 

didn't buy it. And there were nice little loaves of bread, this size 

but like a realloafofbread ... We didn't dare. 106 

The train journey lasted through the night and into the morning. The narrow gauge of the 

Malaysian lines caused the carriages to roll from side to side when the train was moving. 

When the men of the 211 8th Battalion disembarked into the concentrated heat and 

humidity of a still morning at Bagan Pinang, a railway siding in the middle of a rubber 

plantation, they were hot, thirsty, hungry and tired. The march to the barracks at Port 

Dickson was only four miles. "It was a bitumen road, and the weather was that hot, and 

with us carrying all our gear-There was a line of perspiration along the road for each line 

oftroops.,,107 A number of men fainted along the way. Pearson explained the battalion's 

general lack of fortitude: 

After being on the boat for a fortnight, well, we had lost a lot of 

our condition. That's why they used to give us PE training and 

foot running on the boat, to keep us a bit fit. Of course, that was 

all night on the train. We weren't too good on that march, I'll 

admit it.108 

And so 2118th Battalion-one of the first three Australian battalions to go to an Asian 

country-settled "Somewhere in Malaya" which would become the address that they 

wrote at the top of their letters. 

* * * 

106 Mac Cottee, interview, 19 June 200 l. 
107 Oregon Barlow, unpublished manuscript, AWM MSS1446, unpaginated. 
108 Ginty Pearson, interview, 22 May 2001. 
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In his book War, the military historian Gwynne Dyer argues that all authority must be 

based ultimately on consent. 109 The military institution exacts obedience from all its 

members but does so with their permission granted at the outset. When the men of 2118th 

Battalion enlisted in the AIF, they were knowingly and voluntarily relinquishing their 

personal freedom in order to acquire the training and the means to go to the war. They 

granted their consent and, accordingly, in the months that followed, they acquiesced in the 

loss of personal freedom, in the discipline, hard work, boredom and interference with how 

they spent their free time. They did not do so without grumbling or resentment or even, on 

occasions, mild and usually short lived resistance, but such communal responses also 

served to reinforce their sense of cohesion. That esprit de corp, developed during the six 

months since the battalion's inception in Sydney, would be essential in maintaining the 

men's wellbeing and consequent effectiveness during their twelve months in Malaya. 

109 Gwynne Dyer, War, London, 1986, p.l02. 
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